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The proliferation of social media services has led to the production of huge amounts
of data, which raises great challenges to information acquisition, integration and diges-
tion. To extract compact yet useful information, many algorithms have been proposed to
summarize social media contents, e.g., tweets and news feeds. However, it remains chal-
lenging to extract summaries efficiently and support the interactive exploration of such
data. Most existing methods also extract summaries without considering the semantic
meanings and relationships in those summaries. Even with the extracted information,
users may still find it hard to obtain knowledge in conformity with their preferences.
To tackle these challenges, we propose two novel summarization approaches in this
thesis to generating hierarchical summaries. One approach generates summaries from
spatiotemporal social media contents and builds a system to visualize the summaries in
hierarchical tag clouds. The other approach focuses on introducing semantics into each
summary. In addition, a system with four data analytics tools is built to manage social
media contents and extracted knowledge via Wikipedia.
Specifically, we first propose Vesta which enables users to extract and interactively
explore summaries of social media contents published in a certain spatiotemporal range.
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SUMMARY
These summaries are represented using a novel concept called hierarchical tag clouds,
which allows users to zoom in/out to explore more specific/general tag summaries. A
novel biclustering approach is proposed to extract summaries, from which topic hier-
archies are generated for partitions of data. At runtime, topic hierarchies in certain
partitions are merged to form tag hierarchies, which are used to construct hierarchical
tag clouds for visualization.
Next, we propose Heron to generate hierarchical summaries from any set of social
media contents. It makes use of the DBpedia ontology, through which semantically
hierarchical relationships are introduced into each summary. Specifically, a summary
consists of a set of semantically related Wikipedia entities which are extracted from
social media contents. The entities are further classified into different subsets, which
are mapped to the corresponding classes in a sub-hierarchy of the DBpedia ontology to
reveal subsumptive relationships. We propose a model named multi-level Naive Bayes
Classifiers to refine the classes of entities so as to reduce inaccuracies and inconsistency
in Wikipedia. Considering the probability that many entities may be mapped to a single
class, we further propose to select the top-ranked entities for each subset of a summary.
Finally, we present a novel system named Trendspedia, which brings proper context
to continuously incoming social media contents, so that massive amounts of information
can be indexed, organized and analyzed around Wikipedia entities. Four data analytics
tools are employed. With this system, users can easily pinpoint valuable information
and knowledge, and navigate to other closely related entities through an information
network for further exploration.
Extensive experimental studies have verified the efficiency, effectiveness and scal-
ability of our approaches. We believe that our summarization approaches, as well as
the Trendspedia system, can greatly promote and facilitate the exploration of insights
hidden in huge numbers of social media contents.
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As social media services have become ubiquitous nowadays, a huge number of so-
cial media contents, e.g., tweets on Twitter and news feeds on Facebook, are published
every single day. For instance, Twitter is seeing 500 million tweets per day in 20151.
Such a huge volume of data brings great challenges in terms of information acquisition,
integration and digestion. One may feel overwhelmed when facing mountains of data
every day, and may also miss important information in the data flow if one follows a
large number of people. In addition, while social media contents propagate and ex-
change information at an unprecedented speed, they are also characterized by noise and
redundancy. In response, much research effort has been invested in the summarization
of social media contents, with the aim of extracting useful and compact information




event detection [19, 102, 18], time-awareness summarization [81, 76] and so on.
Among various types of social media contents, geo-coded ones are increasingly be-
coming more common. These contents include both locational and temporal informa-
tion which greatly enriches the published posts. By exploring and summarizing these
contents, we can discover what people are talking about in certain regions during a cer-
tain period of time. For example, in the 2012 US presidential election, Obama and Rom-
ney tried to win voters in key swing states by getting their campaign staffers to analyze
newly published social media contents that were related to the election in each of these
states, and then adjusted their campaign strategies according to the analysis. Therefore,
summarizing social media contents with spatiotemporal information effectively and vi-
sualizing the resultant summaries wisely would definitely enhance the understanding of
massive amounts of data.
In addition to generating summaries from geo-coded contents, we believe that in-
troducing and exploring semantic meanings in summaries is also substantially impor-
tant for information extraction and digestion. However, most existing research efforts
mainly generate summaries for documents and social media data from statistical per-
spectives, thereby leaving the semantic meanings and relationships in summaries unex-
plored.
Furthermore, even with extracted information, users may still find it difficult to ob-
tain personalized knowledge in conformity with their preferences. This happens be-
cause of the lack of an effective and systematic mechanism to organize the massive
amount of information and extracted knowledge so that users can easily pinpoint what
they are interested in.
In this thesis, we extract knowledge by analyzing social media contents and propose
effective solutions to the above problems. Specifically, we first propose two summa-
rization approaches. One approach is used to generate summaries from spatiotemporal
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social media contents, and a system is implemented to visualize the summaries in hi-
erarchical tag clouds. The other approach tries to extract hierarchical summaries by
introducing semantic meanings and relationships into each summary. Besides the two
approaches, we also present a system named Trendspedia, which is designed to man-
age massive amounts of information and extracted knowledge effectively by leveraging
Wikipedia.
1.2 Research Problems and Challenges
Challenges in the summarization of social media contents mainly involve the ef-
ficiency and effectiveness of the approaches. To visualize the generated summaries
and enable interactive exploration of them, we need to figure out how to organize the
elements in each summary according to their meanings and importance. It is also chal-
lenging to introduce semantics to summaries when most existing efforts make use of
statistical information. With an abundance of information and extracted knowledge, an-
other problem is how we can effectively organize them and enable users to pinpoint the
knowledge they are interested in with great ease. Next, we briefly introduce the prob-
lems tackled in this thesis, as well as the challenges that we encountered when trying to
solve these problems.
1.2.1 Generating and Visualizing Summaries
The first problem that we address in this thesis is the extraction of summaries from
spatiotemporal social media contents, so as to help users explore what people are talk-
ing about in certain regions during certain periods of time. To provide interactive ex-
ploration of the summaries, we propose a new concept of the hierarchical tag cloud and
build a system named Vesta to visualize the summaries in hierarchical tag clouds. A
3
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hierarchical tag cloud is a visualized form of a summary. Keywords in a summary are
called tags in the hierarchical tag cloud, which organizes the tags at different levels of
depth according to their degrees of generality. In this manner, users are enabled to ex-
plore and better understand the summaries by zooming in/out through the hierarchical
tag clouds interactively.
One big challenge associated with providing interactive hierarchical tag clouds is the
development of efficient methods to summarize social media contents. Latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) [15] is a popular topic model for summarizing and extracting topics
from documents, and various extensions [13, 12] have been studied, including extending
LDA to deal with short documents like tweets [71]. However, LDA-based methods
cannot handle huge amounts of data efficiently since they often perform inference by
adopting MCMC algorithms such as Gibbs sampling [28]. The streaming nature of
social media content data renders the summarization task even more challenging. Even
an efficient summarization method might not be able to handle huge amounts of data
easily when scaled up, and might not guarantee a relatively short response time.
Another challenge to providing hierarchical tag clouds is organizing the keywords
in each summary at different levels to reflect different degrees of generality. This is
important for users to gradually understand the meanings conveyed in a summary, level
by level.
1.2.2 Generating Summaries with Semantic Meanings
The existing summarization methods greatly promote information integration and
enable users to understand a large number of social media contents in a more concise
and effective manner. However, most of these methods leave the exploration of semantic
meanings and the relationships that summaries convey untouched, mainly because the
summaries are often generated based on statistical information such as co-occurrence
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and frequency of terms [15, 19, 84]. Therefore, the summaries generated by most exist-
ing methods fail to reveal insights hidden in social media contents for lack of semantic
information integration.
To tackle the second problem in this thesis, we propose an approach named Heron
to generate another type of summary, i.e., the hierarchical summary, in which semantic
meanings can be introduced and explored. A hierarchical summary consists of a set
of closely related Wikipedia entities which are extracted from social media contents.
The entities are divided into a few subsets, each of which contains entities classified
as the same class, by making use of the DBpedia ontology (a hierarchy of classes with
subsumptive relationships). The subsets of entities in a summary are connected in a
hierarchical structure, which corresponds to a sub-hierarchy of the DBpedia ontology
to reveal the semantic relationships among the subsets.
To generate high-quality hierarchical summaries, it is important to map entities
properly onto the DBpedia ontology based on the class labels of the entities. Al-
though the class information of entities is available in Wikipedia, i.e., the infoboxes
of Wikipedia entities, the crowdsourcing nature of Wikipedia inevitably leads to great
inconsistency and inaccuracy (refer to Section 4.1.1 for details) [11]. To reduce the
propagation of inconsistency and inaccuracy of class information from Wikipedia to
summaries, it is better to refine the classes of entities before performing the summariza-
tion.
Many classification algorithms have been proposed in the literature. However, the
characteristics of infoboxes in Wikipedia render traditional classification algorithms in-
efficient and impractical. These characteristics include high dimensionality (i.e., the
number of properties altogether is quite huge), sparseness (i.e., the number of proper-
ties for an entity is often small, from a few to a dozen), and low degree of property
overlap (i.e., different entities may have quite different sets of properties), all of which
5
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present great challenges to the refinement of classes of Wikipedia entities.
Furthermore, many entities can be mapped to a single class node in the DBpedia
ontology because they may belong to the same class. Thus it is also important to rank
the entities properly according to some criteria, to provide users with the key entities.
1.2.3 Managing Information and Extracted Knowledge
Even with summaries generated to enable users to grip sketches instead of reading
huge numbers of social media contents, users may still feel overwhelmed by the in-
formation in which they have no interest at all. Most people actually have their own
preferences for knowledge within certain contexts, instead of the globally popular ones.
Consider, for instance, the scenario where a tourist is going to visit a place that he has
never been to before, or an investor plans to buy stocks of a certain company. It would
be greatly beneficial if both of them had access to some well organized and continu-
ously updated knowledge of how other people talk about their targets, and furthermore,
if they could also obtain similar knowledge of a few more closely related entities via
an information network. Such a demand for preference-based knowledge acquisition
brings great challenges to traditional means of information retrieval and integration,
such as search engines, whose users have to search for snippets of information that may
interest them, and integrate and analyze the information by themselves.
To tackle these challenges, we build a collaborative Internet observatory platform
named Trendspedia with the aim of bringing proper context to social media contents
which are streaming in from the Internet. With Trendspedia, we try to index, organize,
and analyze massive amounts of dynamic social media contents around Wikipedia enti-
ties, so that users can easily pinpoint useful information and analytical results by simply
navigating to the Wikipedia entities they are interested in. To facilitate the exploration
of relevant knowledge, users are empowered to navigate to closely related Wikipedia
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entities effortlessly, through an information network.
1.3 Contributions
This section describes the contributions made in this thesis to the solving the above
problems.
In the first part of this thesis, we propose a new concept named hierarchical tag
cloud for the summarization and visualization of spatiotemporal social media contents.
Our contributions are as follows:
• We propose a novel way to explore spatiotemporal social media contents via hier-
archical tag clouds. Users are allowed to interactively drill down or roll up in the
hierarchical tag clouds to understand the corresponding summaries at different
levels of abstraction.
• We propose an efficient summarization approach by biclustering the social media
contents based on formal concept analysis. We then generate and merge topic
hierarchies to visualize the summaries in hierarchical tag clouds.
• To enhance the scalability, we further extend the summarization approach to a
disk-based partition-and-merge scheme. At the partitioning stage, which is done
offline, we split the spatiotemporal data space into partitions and generate sum-
maries and the corresponding topic hierarchies for each partition. At runtime,
topic hierarchies are merged to be visualized in hierarchical tag clouds.
• We implement all these mechanisms, and, based on them, build a semi-realtime
system called Vesta.
In the second part of this thesis, we propose Heron, a new type of summarization
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approach with the aim of introducing semantics into summaries. Our contributions in
this respect are as follows:
• We generate hierarchical summaries, each of which not only contains semanti-
cally related entities but also has a hierarchical structure, corresponding to a sub-
hierarchy of the DBpedia ontology, to reveal subsumptive relationships among
subsets of entities.
• We propose a model named multi-level Naive Bayes Classifiers to refine the
classes of entities before mapping them onto the DBpedia ontology, so as to re-
duce the propagation of inconsistency and inaccuracy in Wikipedia.
• Considering the possibility that many entities may be mapped to one single class
in the DBpedia ontology, we introduce a ranking procedure to select the most
relevant entities based on a score formula.
• The hierarchical summaries can also be easily visualized in hierarchical tag clouds.
In the third part of this thesis, we try to manage massive amounts of information and
extracted knowledge effectively. Our contributions here are as follows:
• We build a system named Trendspedia to help users pinpoint information and
knowledge easily, according to their preferences.
• We index, organize, and analyze dynamic social media contents effectively around
Wikipedia entities.
• We implement four data analytics tools in Trendspedia and visualize the analytical
results for better exploration and understanding.
In addition, two papers have been published in international conferences based on




The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review the re-
lated works. In Chapter 3, we propose to extract summaries from spatiotemporal social
media contents and we build a system for interactive exploration of the summaries in
hierarchical tag clouds. Chapter 4 introduces another summarization approach, so as
to generate hierarchical summaries which convey semantic meanings and relationships.
To effectively manage massive amounts of information and extracted knowledge, we
further present a system named Trendspedia in Chapter 5, to index, manage, and an-
alyze dynamic social media contents around Wikipedia entities. Finally, we conclude





In this chapter, we review and synthesize related works. First, we study the different
categories of summarization methods proposed in the literature. Then, we introduce
some other relevant fields, including tag clouds for the visualization of summaries,
multi-label classification and hierarchical classification, and knowledge discovery in
social media.
2.1 Summarization
Various summarization methods have been proposed over the past decades with
the aim of summarizing and extracting knowledge from large volumes of data. These
methods were initially designed for information retrieval from textual records such as
documents and news articles. Later, with the rapid development of many emerging
scientific/commercial fields, such as biological technology and social media services, a
large amount of data is produced every day, which thus demands efficient techniques
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for the analysis of massive data. Summarization is consequently applied in these fields
to extract key features and important points. Summarization methods can be divided
into different categories according to the techniques adopted and objectives to achieve.
Next, we review these methods in terms of categories in detail.
2.1.1 Topic Discovery
One popular category of the summarization approaches is the topic discovery, which
attempts to extract different topics from textual records, such as a corpus of documents
or a collection of news articles. A topic usually consists of a group of keywords or
sentences describing one central fact or several closely related facts while keeping the
redundancy minimized.
Many efforts try to select the most important sentences by assigning scores to sen-
tences in documents. Barzilay and Elhadad [7] generated a summary for a text using
a model of the topic progression derived from lexical chains, without requiring the full
semantic interpretation of the text. They argued that lexical chains were a good indi-
cator of the central topic of a text and presented a new algorithm to compute lexical
chains in a text by merging multiple knowledge sources. With the lexical chains, they
scored them so as to identify the strong ones, from which significant sentences were
extracted. Gong and Liu [31] proposed two generic text summarization methods by se-
lecting sentences that were highly ranked and different from each other, with the aim of
achieving a wider coverage of a document’s main content and less redundancy. In [25],
an approach named LexRank was proposed to compute sentence importance based on
the concept of eigenvector centrality in a graph representation of sentences. Authors
in [97] first assigned a score to each term in a document cluster and then picked up
sentences that maximized the sum of the scores in the cluster. A Cluster-based Condi-
tional Markov Random Walk Model and a Cluster-based HITS Model were proposed
12
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in [89] to support multi-document summarization using the link relationships between
sentences in a document set.
2.1.2 Topic Modeling
Some other researchers try to extract summaries through topic modeling approaches.
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [15] is one popular generative probabilistic model for
latent topic discovery in text collections. LDA is a three-level hierarchical Bayesian
model, which models each document of a collection as a finite mixture over a set of
latent topics. Each latent topic is characterized by a distribution over words. Since
exact inference is intractable for LDA, the authors presented approximate inference
techniques instead, based on variational methods and an EM algorithm for empirical
Bayes parameter estimation. Hierarchical LDA (hLDA) [13, 12] is an extension of LDA
to learn topic hierarchies through the Nested Chinese Restaurant Process. The authors
proposed a nested Chinese restaurant process and showed how to use the process to do
Bayesian nonparametric inference of topic hierarchies.
Inspired by LDA and hLDA, various other topic modeling methods have been pro-
posed, such as the correspondence LDA models [14] and the topic-sentiment models
[51]. Three hierarchical probabilistic mixture models were presented in [14] to model
the joint distribution of both types and the conditional distribution of the annotation
given the primary type in annotated data. To detect sentiment and topic simultaneously
from text, Lin and He proposed a probabilistic modeling framework called joint senti-
ment/topic model based on LDA [51]. To solve the topic-driven reader comments sum-
marization (TORCS) problem, Ma et al. in [53] introduced a Master-Slave Topic Model
(MSTM) and an Extended Master-Slave Topic Model (EXTM) to discover and summa-
rize topics in readers comments and the related news articles. Both models perceived a
news article as a master document and each of its comments as a slave document, and
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grouped comments into topic clusters. Two ranking mechanisms were adopted to select
most representative comments from each comment cluster. In another work [22], the
authors proposed a model called Uni-Topical Blockmodels to capture topics from tweet
replies among groups of Twitter users. Unlike most LDA based methods which rely
on the bag-of-words assumption, some authors went further by taking word order and
dependency into consideration. Griffiths et al. presented the HMMLDA model in [32]
by taking care of both short-range syntactic dependencies and long-range semantic de-
pendencies between words. The authors in [90] proposed a topical n-gram model based
on LDA, with the aim of discovering topics and topical phrases. The model can auto-
matically determine unigram words and phrases according to context and then assign
mixture of topics to individual words and n-gram phrases.
Since LDA-based methods often perform approximate inference by adopting MCMC
algorithms such as Gibbs sampling, they are not able to handle huge amounts of social
media data efficiently. In Chapter 3, we propose an efficient summarization approach
by biclustering spatiotemporal social media contents. After the summaries are gener-
ated, we only adopt hLDA to generate tag hierarchies to help visualize the summaries.
We show in the experimental study that hLDA cannot handle large amounts of content
data directly for the analysis of topic hierarchies. Our work in Chapter 3 differs from
hLDA mainly in the following aspects. (1) We discover summaries and the related con-
tents from which the summaries are extracted simultaneously. (2) We generate discrete
summaries which capture various interesting topics while hLDA generates topics at dif-
ferent levels of abstraction. (3) We generate a tag hierarchy for each summary while
hLDA generates a topic hierarchy for a corpus of documents.
As the biclustering based summarization approach will be introduced in Chapter 3,




Biclustering [37] was first proposed decades ago and became popular after Cheng et
al. [20] adopted it for gene expression data analysis. Many approaches were proposed
in the field of Bioinformatics to do biclustering in both gene and condition dimensions
simultaneously to generate biclusters, each of which has a set of genes expressing co-
herently in a set of conditions [20, 94, 93]. It is also used in text analysis, referred
to as “co-clustering”, to analyze dyadic data [74, 83], e.g., the document and word
co-occurrence frequencies. Some research efforts were spent in extending existing co-
clustering to support constraints on both words and documents [83]. A two-dimensional
contingency table can be perceived as an empirical joint probability distribution of two
discrete random variables, which converts co-clustering to an optimization problem in
information retrieval. The optimal co-clustering results in the maximum mutual infor-
mation between the clustered random variables subject to constraints on the number of
row and column clusters. With this idea, an information theoretic co-clustering frame-
work was proposed in [23] to increase the preserved mutual information by interlacing
the row and column clusterings iteratively.
However, finding the largest bicluster is NP-complete for almost all variants of the
biclustering problem [20, 54]. As a result, most biclustering approaches are designed
with heuristics in a non-deterministic manner, thereby often taking a long time to con-
verge [54, 93]. Recently, some authors [30] applied biclustering to the analysis of social
media data. They proposed to do biclustering by means of formal concept analysis to
extract groups of users sharing similar interests and discover communities of users com-
ing from similar groups. Formal concept analysis [27, 70], or FCA for short, is a data
analysis method in growing popularity across various domains, which is widely used to
discover relationships between a set of objects and a set of attributes. Although biclus-
tering using FCA is more efficient than general biclustering approaches, this approach
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is still unable to scale to huge amounts of social media data. Besides, it tends to gener-
ate sparse biclusters but miss the dense ones [30]. Our proposed biclustering method in
Chapter 3 also makes use of FCA to summarize social media data, but can handle large
dataset more efficiently and generate denser biclusters.
2.1.4 Event Detection
Event detection is different from most categories of summarization in that it aims
at discovering a significant or large-scale activity that is unusual with regard to normal
patterns of behavior [42]. Event detection has similar definitions in many other works
such as the discovery of abnormal aggregates in data streams [101], or looking for
something special that happens at some specific time and place [69]. In other words,
the major task of event detection is to detect or summarize abnormal things that are
considered as different from usual status.
Many early research efforts focused on detecting events from streams of news sto-
ries. Yang et al. [95] applied hierarchical and non-hierarchical document clustering
algorithms to a corpus of stories and found the resultant cluster hierarchies highly infor-
mative for the detection of previously unidentified events. Allan et al. in [2] conducted
event detection over a stream of broadcast news stories by adopting a single pass clus-
tering algorithm and a thresholding model incorporating the properties of events.
As social media services prosper nowadays, people often post real-time microblogs
to report significant or bursty events, including social events such as a political cam-
paign, a gun shot, as well as natural events such as an earthquake. By monitoring and
exploring social media streams, researchers are able to detect events and stories which
are characterized by a set of descriptive, collocated keywords. Sayyadi et al. [80] built
a network of keywords and made use of community detection methods to discover and
describe events in social streams. In [79], Sakaki et al. treated Twitter users as sensors.
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They monitored tweets and detected events by a classifier of tweets based on features
such as the keywords, the number of words and the context. In addition to descriptive
keywords, events are also characterized by temporal/spatial features. By defining events
as an information flow between social actors on a certain topic during a certain time pe-
riod, authors in [100] detected events by exploring social media contents from temporal
and social dimensions. Another group of authors in [49] tried to detect the occurrence
of local events with geo-coded microblogs.
Different from event detection aiming at discovering abnormal/abrupt events, some
researchers work on general summarization solutions with temporal, spatial or evolu-
tionary characteristics. For instance, Yan et al. in [92] proposed a framework named
Evolutionary Timeline Summarization (ETS) so as to produce evolutionary timelines
consisting of individual yet correlated summaries given a collection of time-stamped
web documents.
2.1.5 Social Media Contents Summarization
Since this thesis focuses on analyzing social media data, we next give a brief re-
view of the related works on the summarization of social media contents exclusively.
Although the summarization of documents has been studied for many years, the sum-
marization of social media contents remains a new research direction and begins to
attract more and more research interests in recent years owing to the new characteristics
in social media contents, such as the limited length of a microblog and the streaming
nature of social media data. The summarization approaches for social media contents
can also be divided into specific categories, such as topic discovery and event detection
as discussed above.
TweetMotif [63] is an application for Twitter topic summarization based on tech-
niques such as near-duplicate detection, language modeling and set cover heuristics.
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TUT [84] is a statistical model for the detection of interpretable trends and topics in
social media, where a topic is a cluster of frequently co-occurred words. McCallum et
al. [56] introduced an Author-Recipient-Topic (ART) model, based on latent Dirichlet
allocation and the Author-Topic model, to learn topic distributions according to the rela-
tionships between people. Besides topic generation, event detection from social media
data is another popular form of summarization [102, 18]. Authors in [19] summarized
tweets for highly structured and recurring events by learning the underlying hidden state
representation of events via Hidden Markov Models. Twevent [50] was proposed as a
segment-based event detection system for tweets, which can help users to understand
the topics attracting a large number of common Twitter actors. Other efforts are made
in time-aware summarization, such as producing timelines by summarizing dynamic,
quickly arriving, and large-scale tweet streams [81], and modeling tweet propagation to
generate time-aware tweets summaries based on users’ history and collaborative social
influences [76]. However, very few of the existing works take into consideration the ex-
ploration of semantic meanings and relationships in summaries, which will be discussed
in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
2.2 Other Related Works
Apart from summarization, this thesis is also relevant to several other research ar-
eas, including the visualization of summaries, multi-label/hierarchical classification as
well as knowledge discovery in social media. Next we briefly review each of them
respectively.
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2.2.1 Visualization with Tag Clouds
Tag clouds are visual presentations of a set of words, also called “tags”, selected by
some rationale, in which attributes of the text (e.g., size, color) are used to represent
features (e.g., frequency) of the associated terms. Kaser and Lemire [41] proposed
algorithms to improve the display of tag clouds and to achieve a general 2-dimensional
layout by using nested tables. Sinclair et al. [82] conducted an investigation to figure
out when participants preferred tag cloud to traditional search interface in information
query. The authors in [78] provided an extensive evaluation of tag clouds and introduced
some guidelines for tag cloud construction. Bielenberg et al. [10] presented their tag
cloud in a circular layout where tags locating nearer the center are more important.
Dubinko et al. [24] proposed to visualize the evolution of tags within the Flickr online
image sharing community. PubCloud [46] was built to summarize the query results in
the PubMed database of biomedical literature using tag clouds. A user study conducted
by the authors pointed out that tag clouds could better present descriptive information
than the standard result list. In Chapter 3, we combine tag clouds and topic hierarchies
to visualize the summaries of spatiotemporal social media contents in hierarchical tag
clouds, which is suitable for large-scale tag representation.
2.2.2 Multi-label/Hierarchical Classification
To generate high-quality summaries with semantics, in Chapter 4 we propose a
model named multi-level Naive Bayes Classifiers so as to refine the classes of enti-
ties. The model is related to both the multi-label classification [85] and the hierarchical
classification [38]. Most traditional classification algorithms fall into the multi-class
classification, which try to classify each of the instances under examination as only one
of the multiple classes. When it comes to the multi-label classification, each instance
can be associated with multiple labels or classes. To support multi-label classification
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with a large number of labels, authors in [9] proposed to select a small subset of class
labels to approximate the original label space. A pruned sets method was presented in
[73], which took into account correlations between labels by treating sets of labels as
single labels. Hierarchical classification is a type of the multi-class classification, which
organizes the multiple classes to be predicted into a class hierarchy [3, 38, 75, 48]. For
instance, Kumar et al. [45] proposed a hierarchical method to solve the K-class prob-
lem by using K − 1 binary classifiers. The binary classifiers were organized in a binary
tree with K leaf nodes, each of which represented one of the K classes. Our model
of multi-level Naive Bayes Classifiers proposed in Chapter 4 is a combination of the
multi-label classification and the hierarchical classification, which is specially designed
to refine the classes of entities based on the DBpedia ontology.
2.2.3 Knowledge Discovery in Social Media
Nowadays, we have entered an era where a huge amount of data is continuously
produced every day. In addition to the efforts in developing summarization algorithms,
many studies have been performed to gain various insights from massive social media
data so as to move forward from data to information to knowledge.
Xiang and Gretzel [91] simulated the travel planning process of travelers to inves-
tigate the role of social media in online travel information search, and proposed sug-
gestions for better online marketing strategies based on their findings. Yates et al. [96]
studied social media as knowledge management systems for disaster and emergency
management, including the influence of social media on knowledge sharing, reuse, and
decision-making, and how knowledge can be effectively maintained in these systems.
Authors in [6] attempted to analyze and interpret the context of Twitter users, includ-
ing interests, intentions and activities, from the real-time data flow of Twitter messages.
Bandari et al. [5] leveraged a multi-dimensional feature space extracted from articles to
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predict the popularity of news items in social media.
Although the existing efforts successfully derive various knowledge from social me-
dia data, it is more desirable to provide users with effective means to locate knowledge
easily according to their preferences, considering the overwhelming data produced and
huge amounts of knowledge derived every day. In Chapter 5, we introduce a novel
system which organizes social media contents and the extracted knowledge around










In this chapter, we propose a system called Vesta1 that enables users to interactively
browse the summaries of social media contents of user-specified spatiotemporal regions.
To represent the summaries, we introduce the novel concept of the hierarchical tag
cloud, which organizes tags (keywords) of a summary at different levels of depth based
on their degrees of generality. In other words, tags at higher/lower levels have more
1Vesta stands for visual exploration of social media contents via tag clouds.
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(a) Parameters (b) The first level
(c) The second level (d) The fourth level
Figure 3.1: Hierarchical tag clouds
general/specific meanings. Users can obtain a general idea of what is popular in a
specified spatiotemporal region at first glance, and then zoom in to lower levels if they
want to see more details. Therefore, the increasing depths of a hierarchical tag cloud
can effectively organize tags of a summary at different levels of abstraction and present
details to users step by step.
As an example, Figure 3.1 illustrates how users can interactively explore what were
happening in London during the 2012 Olympic Games via hierarchical tag clouds. By
setting a time range and selecting a geographic region as in Figure 3.1(a), the top 10
most interesting hierarchical tag clouds are displayed, where different colors represent
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different topics. Initially, only tags at the first level of each hierarchical tag cloud are dis-
played (Figure 3.1(b)), with the largest font size conveying the most general meanings.
When zoomed in, tags at subsequent levels of each tag cloud are gradually displayed in
increasingly smaller font sizes around the first level tags to provide more specific mean-
ings (Figures 3.1(c) and 3.1(d)). This process of hierarchical browsing of tag clouds can
be repeated to trigger the display of the tags at any appropriate level.
As shown in Figure 3.1(b), one tag at the first level is “olympic”, which summarizes
the pink tag cloud and indicates that the tag cloud talks about the Olympic Games. To
explore the tag cloud more, we zoom into the second level, as in Figure 3.1(c). We can
see that more tags are displayed, including “bolt”, “stadium” and so on. Figure 3.1(d)
shows the pink tag cloud when we zoom into the fourth level, with even more tags
added around “olympic”, including “training” and “time” at the third level, and “price”
and “trial” at the fourth level.
Exploring social media contents interactively in hierarchical tag clouds is a novel
and useful operation. It assists users in exploring different topics by enabling them to
only view summaries instead of having to read plenty of contents directly. Users can
drill down or roll up in the tag clouds to better understand the discovered knowledge
interactively and hierarchically. They can also click any tag in a tag cloud to see the
related contents if they want to know the exact underlying context. Moreover, users are
allowed to specify two sets of spatiotemporal ranges to compare summaries of different
regions, for which common tags are highlighted in italic type.
To make interactive hierarchical tag clouds possible, one big challenge is to develop
efficient methods to summarize social media contents. In this chapter, we propose an
efficient biclustering approach based on formal concept analysis [27, 70]. The results
are called biclusters, and each consists of a set of tags (keywords in contents) and a
set of contents, with the tags frequently co-occurring in the contents. The contents are
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clustered together due to the common tags they share, which means that they are quite
likely to discuss similar things. As such, tags in a bicluster serve as a summary of the
contents. Thus the summarization of social media contents is converted to the genera-
tion of biclusters. In addition, biclustering clusters tags and contents simultaneously, so
that each bicluster contains both tags as a summary and contents from which the sum-
mary is extracted, with the contents supplementing the tags to provide more context
for a summary. This distinguishes our approach from normal clustering that often clus-
ters in a single direction, and from LDA-based methods that generate only summaries.
Although finding the largest bicluster is NP-complete [20, 54] and many heuristic bi-
clustering methods converge slowly, our approach makes use of formal concept analysis
to generate “full-density” biclusters (i.e., each tag of a bicluster appears in each content
of that bicluster) very efficiently. “Full-density” biclusters can be strict, but it is easy to
relax a bicluster by adding more tags/contents or merging similar biclusters.
To further enhance the system scalability and visualize the summaries in hierar-
chical tag clouds, we propose an efficient two-phase, disk-based partition-and-merge
scheme in Vesta. The partitioning phase, which is done offline, consists of three steps.
In the first step, we split the spatiotemporal social media data into partitions. For in-
stance, each partition contains one day’s contents for a spatial region in our case. In the
second step, we summarize the social media contents using the proposed biclustering
approach. In the third step, we apply the hierarchical LDA (hLDA) model [13, 12] to
generate for each partition a topic hierarchy. Topic hierarchies will be merged in the
subsequent merging phase to form tag hierarchies, which organizes tags of merged bi-
clusters at different levels, from general to specific. In this way, users can visualize the
summaries in a hierarchical fashion. At the end of the partitioning phase, we have for
each partition a set of biclusters and a topic hierarchy generated by using the contents
in these biclusters. The partitioning phase can also be easily carried out in parallel.
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The merging phase is done at runtime when users query Vesta by specifying the
spatiotemporal ranges. Vesta first computes the partitions that are covered by the query
range and then proceeds to merge similar biclusters from the selected partitions. A
probabilistic merging algorithm is proposed to combine the corresponding topic hierar-
chies to form tag hierarchies for visualization purposes. Vesta is efficient as most of the
computationally intensive tasks are done offline in the partitioning phase; the runtime
merging phase is fast, making Vesta an effective interactive visualization tool.
To select the most interesting summaries, we propose a score function customizable
according to users’ preferences. We also evaluate the mismatch problem quantitatively,
so as to provide feedback to adjust the partition size adaptively.
To sum up, we make the following contributions in this chapter: (1) We propose a
novel way to explore spatiotemporal social media contents via hierarchical tag clouds.
(2) We propose an efficient summarization approach by biclustering the contents, and
further extend it to a disk-based partition-and-merge scheme for better scalability. (3)
We generate and merge topic hierarchies so as to visualize summaries in hierarchical
tag clouds. (4) We implement all these mechanisms in a system called Vesta.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We introduce some preliminaries and
give the problem formulation in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 discusses our new biclustering
method. In Section 3.4, we propose a partition-and-merge scheme, followed by the
introduction of the system implementation in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 presents the
experimental study, and Section 3.7 summarizes this chapter.
3.2 Problem Formulation
In this section, we first provide some preliminaries and then give the problem defi-
nition.
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3.2.1 Preliminaries
Definition 3.1. Social media contents (or contents for short) are textual microblogs,
such as tweets, published by users in social media services. Each content is denoted
by ci ∈ Cˆ, where Cˆ is the collection of all contents. Tags are meaningful keywords
in contents after stop words removal. Each tag is denoted by ti ∈ Tˆ , where Tˆ is the
collection of tags. A social media matrix MTˆ Cˆ is a |Tˆ | by |Cˆ| matrix whose rows
represent tags and whose columns represent social media contents.
Definition 3.2. A bicluster, denoted by (T,C), is a pair consisting of a subset T of tags
Tˆ and a subset C of social media contents Cˆ. The process of finding biclusters is called
biclustering. A bicluster corresponds to a submatrix MTC of the social media matrix
MTˆ Cˆ , where the tag set T of the bicluster corresponds to the row set of the submatrix
and the content set C to the column set.
The value of any elementMij inMTˆ Cˆ can be 1 or 0, indicating whether tag ti appears
in content cj or not. Therefore, biclustering in social media data analysis is the process
to explore the social media matrix MTˆ Cˆ to discover biclusters (submatrices) satisfying
certain criteria. Density is commonly used as an effective measure for determining the
quality of biclusters. Without loss of generality, we use density as one of the major
measures to assess the quality of a bicluster in this chapter. Users can easily replace it
with other measures such as variance [37] and mean squared residue [20].
Definition 3.3. The density of (T,C), denoted by den(T,C), is the non-zero rate of its
corresponding submatrix MTC , which equals the ratio of the number of 1’s to |T ||C|.
The size of (T,C), denoted by sz(T,C), is defined to be min(|T |, |C|).
In a bicluster, a set of tags co-occur in a set of contents such that the tags can be
viewed as a summary of the contents. The denser the bicluster, the more “consistent”
the contents in a summary. A density threshold δden and size threshold δsz can filter out
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sparse biclusters with very few tags or contents, thereby avoiding bicluster explosion.
Having the biclusters, we visualize them in hierarchical tag clouds, which calls for the
generation of tag hierarchy using the tags in each bicluster.
Definition 3.4. If a tag set T can be divided into a few non-empty subsets T1,T2,...,Tn
such that Ti ∩ Tj = ∅, ∪ni=1Ti = T and Ti < Tj (i.e., every two different subsets follow
a total order) for any i, j ∈ {1, 2, ...n}(i < j), we say that T1,T2,...,Tn form a tag
hierarchyH for the tag set T and that Ti contains tags at the ith level of the hierarchy.
A tag hierarchy organizes the tags of a bicluster at different levels from general to
specific. A hierarchical tag cloud is actually the visualized form of a tag hierarchy while
a tag hierarchy defines the levels of tags for a hierarchical tag cloud. By showing the
tags level by level in a hierarchical tag cloud, users can better understand the meaning
of the tags and the relationships among them in an interactive way.
3.2.2 Problem Definition
By highlighting a geographic region Rgeo, our aim is to (1) generate the top-k most
interesting biclusters (Ti, Ci) (1 ≤ i ≤ k), where den(Ti, Ci) ≥ δden and sz(Ti, Ci) ≥
δsz, to summarize the set of social media contents Cˆ published within Rgeo during a
user-specified period of time Rtim, and (2) build a tag hierarchy Hi for each tag set Ti
so as to visualize these summaries in hierarchical tag clouds. The interestingness of the
biclusters is measured by a score function, which will be introduced in Section 3.4.4.
With hierarchical tag clouds, users are empowered to explore any geographic re-
gion of interest, or even discover commonalities and uniqueness by comparing different
regions.
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3.3 Biclustering Approach
Most biclustering algorithms iterate many times prior to convergence, which renders
the execution time large and unpredictable. Besides, biclustering was initially proposed
to analyze gene expression data often in small size with no or a small number of empty
values. Social media content data, however, is usually large and sparse, further disqual-
ifying the application of common biclustering algorithms in social media data analysis.
Next, we propose an efficient and deterministic way of finding biclusters based on the
formal concept analysis (FCA).
3.3.1 Introduction to Formal Concept Analysis
Definition 3.5. A formal context is a triplet (Aˆ, Oˆ, I) where Oˆ is an object set, Aˆ
is an attribute set and I ⊆ Aˆ × Oˆ represents the relationships of objects in Oˆ and
attributes in Aˆ. A pair (A,O), where A ⊆ Aˆ, O ⊆ Oˆ, is called a formal concept of the
formal context (Aˆ, Oˆ, I) if it satisfies the fullness property: ∀a∈A,o∈O(a, o) ∈ I , and the
maximum property: ∀o/∈O∃a∈A(a, o) /∈ I and ∀a/∈A∃o∈O(a, o) /∈ I .
Every formal concept (A,O) is full and maximal: being full means that every object
in O has all attributes in A, while being maximal means that, if any attribute a /∈ A (or
any object o /∈ O) is added to A (or O), (A ∪ {a}, O) (or (A,O ∪ {o})) is not full and
thus not a formal concept any more.
Example 3.1. Figure 3.2(a) shows a formal context (Aˆ, Oˆ, I) where Aˆ = {a1, a2, a3, a4},
Oˆ = {o1, o2, o3, o4, o5}. The cells with Xij means ai is an attribute of object oj , i.e.,
(ai, oj) ∈ I . (A,O) is a formal concept where A = {a2, a3, a4}, O = {o2, o4}. (A,O)
is full because every object oj ∈ O has all the attributes in A. It is also maximal. If we
add in any attribute or object which is not in A or O, o5 for instance, (A,O) would not
be a formal concept because (a4, o5) 6∈ I .
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Figure 3.2: Formal concepts
Compared with the definition of social media matrix, it is obvious that a formal con-
text can also be perceived as a matrix M whose rows are attributes and whose columns
are objects. The value of an element Mij is set to 1 if the jth object has the ith attribute,
0 otherwise. Similarly, a formal concept (A,O) can be perceived as a “full-density”
bicluster whose density equals 1. From this perspective, (A,O) being full means the
submatrix of the bicluster has no empty value while (A,O) being maximal means the
submatrix will have empty value(s) if any a 6∈ A or o 6∈ O is added toA orO. Therefore,
the problem of generating biclusters now becomes the generation of formal concepts.
3.3.2 Properties of Formal Concept
A partial order “≤” can be defined in a formal context: given two formal concepts
(A1, O1) and (A2, O2), we have (A1, O1) ≤ (A2, O2) if O1 ⊆ O2 (or A1 ⊇ A2 equiv-
alently). This also implies a relationship between the object set and attribute set of a
formal concept in terms of set size. That is, the larger the size of the object set, the
smaller that of the attribute set, vice versa. This actually follows, according to Galois
theory, the antitone Galois connection [29] which is defined as a pair of antitone func-
tions F : A → B and G : B → A between two partially ordered sets A and B, such
that β ≤ F (α) iff α ≤ G(β) where α ∈ A, β ∈ B. Here F can be viewed as a function
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mapping an attribute set to an object set while G as a function mapping an object set to
an attribute set. Next we introduce the Galois operators “′” and “′′” which work as the
above functions.
Given an attribute set A ⊆ Aˆ and an object set O ⊆ Oˆ,
A′ = {o ∈ Oˆ|∀a∈A(o, a) ∈ I}
O′ = {a ∈ Aˆ|∀o∈O(o, a) ∈ I} (3.1)
where A′ is an object set, every object in which has all attributes in A, and O′ is an
attribute set, every attribute in which is an attribute of all objects in O. Similarly, A′′ is
an attribute set by applying the Galois operator twice to A (or once to A′) and O′′ is an
object set by applying the Galois operator twice to O (or once to O′). The operator “′′”
is monotone (i.e., A′′ ⊆ B′′ if A ⊆ B), idempotent (i.e., (A′′)′′ = A′′), and extensive
(i.e., A ⊆ A′′) [30].
Lemma 3.1. Given any attribute set A ⊆ Aˆ and any object set O ⊆ Oˆ, both (A′′, A′)
and (O′, O′′) are formal concepts.
Proof. We only prove that (A′′, A′) is a formal concept, (O′, O′′) can be proven simi-
larly. According to Eq. 3.1, it is easy to note thatA′′ ⊆ A,A′ ⊆ O and ∀a∈A′′,o∈A′(a, o) ∈
I . Next we prove (A′′, A′) is maximal by contradiction. Suppose the object set A′ is
not maximal. There must exist an object o′ /∈ A′ that has all attributes in A′′. Since
A ⊆ A′′ (“′′” is extensive), o′ has all attributes in A. This contradicts Eq. 3.1 stating that
A′ contains all objects having every attribute in A. Suppose the attribute set A′′ is not
maximal. There must exist an attribute a′ /∈ A′′ shared by all objects in A′. This con-
tradicts A′′ = {a ∈ Aˆ|∀o∈A′(o, a) ∈ I} according to Eq. 3.1, meaning that all attributes
shared by every object in A′ are included in A′′. Hence the proof.
Example 3.2. Consider the formal context in Figure 3.2(a). Given A = {a2, a3}, we
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have A′ = {o2, o4, o5}, where each object in A′ has all attributes in A, and A′′ =
{a2, a3}, where each attribute in A′′ is an attribute of any object in A′, by applying the
Galois operators. It is easy to know that (A′′, A′) is a formal concept according to its
definition.
This lemma provides a way to generate formal concepts. Given any attribute or
object set, we can apply the Galois operator once and twice respectively to generate the
attribute and object sets of a new formal concept. However, should we enumerate all the
possible attribute or object sets to generate formal concepts (which leads to 2|Aˆ| + 2|Oˆ|
different sets for a formal context (Aˆ, Oˆ, I) in the worst case)? Besides, the formal
concepts in a formal context can be ordered to form a concept lattice according to the
inclusion relationships of the object or attribute sets. The number of concepts in the
lattice is also up to 2min(|Aˆ|,|Oˆ|) in the worst case.
To answer the above question, we need to investigate how the size of an attribute
or object set affects the size of its resultant formal concept. It is illustrated in Figure
3.2(b) where formal concepts are represented by rectangles with the length representing
the size of the object set and height representing that of the attribute set. Given three







3) which are denoted by rectangle 1234, 1
′2′3′4′ and 1′′2′′3′′4′′ re-
spectively in Figure 3.2(b). Note that A′1 ⊇ A′2 ⊇ A′3 because a smaller attribute
set is likely to be shared by a larger object set and vice versa. Similarly, we have
A′′1 ⊆ A′′2 ⊆ A′′3. Thus, if we expand A1 to A2 and even to A3, the object set A′1 in the
corresponding formal concept starts shrinking and the attribute set A′′1 starts expanding.
This can be reflected in Figure 3.2(b) by changing the shape of the formal concept from
rectangle 1234 to 1′2′3′4′, and to 1′′2′′3′′4′′. Likewise, given any object set O, when
it expands by adding more objects in it, the process can be reflected by changing the
shape of the formal concept (O′, O′′) from 1′′2′′3′′4′′ to 1′2′3′4′ to 1234. The above dis-
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cussion indicates that in a formal concept we can expand the attribute (or object) set
by shrinking the object (or attribute) set. In this chapter, we generate formal concepts
based on each attribute and object, which greatly reduce the number of formal concepts
to be generated to at most |Aˆ| + |Oˆ|. Formal concepts with larger attribute (or object)
sets can be generated easily by shrinking their object (or attribute) sets.
3.3.3 Generating Biclusters
Given any attribute a ∈ Aˆ and any object o ∈ Oˆ, we can find their corresponding
formal concepts (a′′, a′) (we write ({a}′′, {a}′) as (a′′, a′) for simplicity) and (o′, o′′),
which are shown in Figure 3.2(c) as rectangle 1234 and 1′2′3′4′ respectively. They can
be viewed as “full-density” biclusters according to the fullness and maximum proper-
ties. Besides, there are two other rectangles 1′′′2′′′3′′′4′′′ and 1′′2′′3′′4′′. The former is
the overlap of 1234 and 1′2′3′4′, which is too tight to be used as a bicluster since it often
leads to very small attribute set and object set. The latter is treated as extended formal
concept (by allowing the density less than 1) and used to generate biclusters in [30].
We find this form also less qualified since it often includes many empty values thus
greatly decreases the density. The authors in [30] set a threshold to filter out those with
small density. However, this causes a problem that when they filter out some less dense
extended formal concept 1′′2′′3′′4′′, they also discard the “full-density” formal concepts
1234 and 1′2′3′4′ that are within 1′′2′′3′′4′′.
Therefore, we use the two real formal concepts 1234 and 1′2′3′4′ to generate biclus-
ters in this chapter. They differ from each other in terms of shapes. Specifically, 1234
tends to have a larger object set and smaller attribute set while 1′2′3′4′ tends to have
a smaller object set and large attribute set. In terms of bicluster, 1234 corresponds to
biclusters with more contents and fewer tags while 1′2′3′4′ to those with fewer contents
and more tags. Users can generate different forms according to their requirements. We
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refer to the methods generating biclusters in the form of 1234 and 1′2′3′4′ as ours tag
and ours content respectively below. Also note that many duplicate biclusters could
be generated because contents in a bicluster often have similar tags and each of the
tag-content pairs would be used to generate biclusters. To avoid duplication, we only
generate biclusters without overlap. That is, if a tag or content appears in the tag set or
content set of a bicluster, it will not be used to generate other biclusters.
3.3.4 Relaxation
Since the “full-density” biclusters are too strict, we can relax them through either
transformation or merging.
Transformation refers to adding tags or contents to a bicluster. We take the addition
of tags as an example. Given a bicluster (T,C), the contents in C may have another set
T ′ of tags which are not included in T because having those tags makes the bicluster no
longer satisfy the fullness property. We now break the property to enlarge T by adding
tags in T ′ to T . Tags in T ′ should be ordered so that each time the tag leading to the
least density decrease is added to T . This continues until the next tag to be added makes
the density of the bicluster less than a density threshold δden. To add even more tags, we
can delete a few contents which lead to the largest density increase after the deletion so
as to increase the bicluster density first.
Merging can also result in relaxed biclusters. In this chapter, we merge biclusters
sharing common tags since those biclusters are more likely to discuss similar topics and
may thus be merged. Readers can refer to Section 3.4.3 for details.
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3.4 Partition-and-Merge Scheme
To further improve the scalability and reduce the system response time, we next
extend the proposed biclustering approach to a disk-based partition-and-merge (PM for
short) scheme. In the offline partitioning phase, we split the data space (all the content
data) into partitions and generate biclusters for each partition. Then biclusters in certain
partitions are merged efficiently at runtime given user-specified spatiotemporal param-
eters. To visualize the merged biclusters as hierarchical tag clouds, we adopt hLDA
to produce topic hierarchies for partitions in the partitioning phase and generate tag
hierarchies by merging the topic hierarchies at runtime.
3.4.1 Offline Partitioning
Three dimensions, i.e., longitude, latitude and time, need to be considered for par-
titioning. We first slice the data on a daily basis and then split the geographic space
for each day adaptively according to data density by using a space-partitioning data
structure such as kd-tree [8] or quadtree [26]. Note that the partitioning layout may be
different for each day since the data distribution varies every day. Also note that slicing
data on a daily basis is a tradeoff between two possible mismatches. Since the temporal
parameter can be set to any consecutive days, covering more than one day in a partition
may lead to a temporal mismatch between the parameter and partitions. On the other
hand, covering less than 24 hours may lead to larger spatial partitions and increase the





Once the data space is split, we can generate biclusters for each partition using the
method proposed in Section 3.3. One potential problem is that partition-based biclus-
tering may leave out biclusters that can only be formed by using contents of multiple
partitions. This may arise if the number of contents regarding certain topics are small.
In this case generating biclusters in as small size as possible may relieve the problem.
However, this could produce uninteresting biclusters and lead to bicluster explosion.
Given this observation, we make an assumption that globally interesting summaries
are also interesting in certain partitions. Specifically, if a bicluster about an interesting
summary is generated from contents in some geographic region, biclusters about the
similar summary can also be generated from contents in certain partitions of that region.
We will introduce a score function to measure the interestingness of a summary later
and validate this assumption in the experimental study.
Pre-computation of Topic Hierarchies
hLDA is extended from LDA to generate topic hierarchies for documents. We apply
hLDA to social media contents in our context to generate topic hierarchies for differ-
ent partitions. Topic hierarchies are generated after the biclustering process for each
partition by using the contents of the biclusters. Topic hierarchies generated by hLDA
are trees, with a few closely related tags in each node [12]. The tags at higher level
nodes are more general and those at lower level nodes more specific, which provides
the possibility of generating tag hierarchies with different levels of tags by merging
topic hierarchies.
The pre-computation of biclusters and topic hierarchies can be done easily for dif-
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ferent partitions in parallel.
3.4.3 Online Merging
Merging Biclusters
Given the spatiotemporal parameters, i.e., a time range Rtim measured in days and
a geographic region Rgeo measured in coordinates, biclusters in partitions falling within
Rtim and Rgeo need to be merged together to produce “unified” results. Note that if
two biclusters (T1, C1) and (T2, C2) are merged to form a new bicluster (T,C), it will
have all tags and contents from (T1, C1) and (T2, C2), i.e., T = T1 ∪ T2, C = C1 ∪ C2.
Suppose the corresponding matrix of (T,C) is denoted by MTC . The density of (T,C),
den(T,C) , is thus the non-zero rate of MTC . Next we give algorithm 1 for merging
biclusters sharing common tags.
Algorithm 1: The Bicluster Merging Algorithm
Input: a group P of biclusters (Ti, Ci)(i = 1, 2, ..., n) (use Bi to denote each
bicluster for short), a user-defined density threshold δden
Output: a merged bicluster set B
begin1
let Bused = ∅;2
foreach Bi ∈ P and Bi /∈ Bused do3
let Bused = Bused ∪ {Bi};4




sort B ∈ P ′ by |B⋂Bi| in descending order;6
let Bnew = Bi;7
foreach B ∈ ordered P ′ do8
merge Bnew and B to form a new bicluster Btmp;9
if den(Btmp) ≥ δden then10
let Bnew = Btmp;11
let Bused = Bused ∪ {B};12




Given a group P of the biclusters and a density threshold δden, the algorithm pro-
duces a set B of merged biclusters. We initialize a set Bused storing used biclusters to
empty in line 2 and start to merge biclusters by checking each bicluster in P but not in
Bused in line 3. When we start from Bi we first label it as used in line 4. Line 5 and 6
try to find a set P ′ of biclusters having common tags with Bi and sort them according to
the number of common tags in descending order so that those with more common tags
can be merged with Bi earlier. To accelerate the search for P ′, we build an inverted list
to map each tag to biclusters having that tag. Lines 7 to 13 merge Bi with the ordered
biclusters in P ′. At first, Bi is merged with the first bicluster in P ′ to form a new biclus-
ter Bnew. Then Bnew is merged with subsequent biclusters in P ′ in turn. Note that the
merging action only happens if the density of the new merged bicluster is no less than
δden (line 10) and that biclusters used to form Bnew are labeled as used (line 12). After
the merging phase finishes, Bnew is added to B (line 13). The algorithm continues until
































Figure 3.3: Bicluster merging example
Example 3.3. Consider the three biclusters B1, B2 and B3 only sharing common tags
(rows) in Figure 3.3(a). Suppose δden is 0.5. Algorithm 1 starts the merging from B1 by
searching for biclusters having common tags withB1 as candidates which isB2 andB3.
B2 and B3 should be sorted so that the one (B2 here) with more common tags is merged
with B1 first. To search more efficiently, we build an inverted list as in Figure 3.3(c)
showing which tag appears in which biclusters. SinceB1 have four tags, we can look up
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them in the inverted list to generate an ordered candidate set {B2 : 2, B3 : 1} (note that
B1 is removed from the list) easily. Each bicluster in the set has a number which is the
frequency of the bicluster mapped to the four tags. This number also means the number
of common tags shared with B1 and thus can be used to sort the candidate biclusters.
B2 having more common tags is used to merge with B1 first to form a new bicluster
Btmp whose tag (or content) set is the union of the tag (or content) sets of B1 and B2, as
is shown in Figure 3.3(b). The density ofBtmp is (4×5+3×3)/(5×8) = 0.725 > δden,
meaning the merging of B1 and B2 is acceptable. Next we use B3 to merge with Btmp.
The new bicluster’s density is (5×8×0.725+3×4)/(7×12) = 0.488 < δden, meaning
that we should cancel merging Btmp with B3. Since no further merging can be done,
the algorithm outputs Btmp and B3 and terminates. In our system, we precalculate the
density by assuming two biclusters were merged. If the density is less than δden, we do
not merge them actually.
Merging Topic Hierarchies
When biclusters are merged together, the topic hierarchies for partitions having
those biclusters also need to be merged to form a tag hierarchy so as to visualize the
new bicluster. Given that the same tag can appear at multiple levels of the topic hi-
erarchies generated by hLDA, we next propose a probabilistic approach to generating
“unified” tag hierarchies in which each tag only appears at one level. Each of the resul-
tant tag hierarchies has one node containing several tags at each level, and each node
has at most one child in terms of the tree structure.





(1 ≤ i ≤ m) to be merged together, where
T ij denotes the tag set at the jth level of the ith topic hierarchy which has ni levels in
total, we first construct a vote-based tag-level matrix shown in Table 3.1. Rows in the
matrix corresponds to tags while columns to levels. cij (1 ≤ i ≤ u, 1 ≤ j ≤ v) in the
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Table 3.1: Tag-level matrix
level1 level2 ... levelv
tag1 c11 c12 ... c1v
tag2 c21 c22 ... c2v
... ... ... ... ...
tagu cu1 cu2 ... cuv
ith row and jth column indicates the frequency of tag i appearing at level j throughout
the m topic hierarchies. Based on the tag-level matrix, we define a weight function for
each tag i at level j as follows.
weight(ti, lj) = c
2
ij/(ΣicijΣjcij) (3.2)
The weight has two factors. The first one cij/Σicij captures how likely different tags
are chosen for level j while the second one cij/Σjcij captures how likely different levels
contain tag i. The weight chooses tags for each level with the intuition that the larger the
weight for tag i and level j, the more likely the tag appears at that level. In algorithm
2, we normalize weight(ti, lj) for all tags at each level to select the most likely tags
hierarchically. The algorithm computes weight(ti, lj) using the tag-level matrix built
on the m topic hierarchies from line 1 to 6. Then, starting from the first level, it chooses
tags probabilistically for each level in turn from line 7 to 13. Note that by drawing tags
without replacement, we disallow one tag to be chosen for multiple levels (line 9 to 12).
After drawing tags for the n0 − 1 levels, we leave the unused tags in Tunused for the last
level directly (line 13).
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Algorithm 2: The Topic Hierarchy Merging Algorithm
Input: m topic hierarchies T i1,T i2,...,T ini(i ∈ {1, 2, ...,m}), the number of levels
n0 (n0 ≤ max(n1, n2, ...nm)) and the number of tags sl (l ∈ {1, 2, ..., n0})
at each level of the resultant tag hierarchy
Output: a tag hierarchyH : T 01 ,T 02 ,...,T 0n0
begin1
let T 01 = T
0




build the tag-level matrix M using the m topic hierarchies;3
let Tunused = Tall ={1, 2, ...} be the set of all tag indexes in M ;4
let u = |Tall|, v = max(n1, n2, ...nm);5
compute weight(ti, lj) based on M according to Eq. 3.2 for all i and j where6
1 ≤ i ≤ u, 1 ≤ j ≤ v;
foreach level l ∈ {1, 2, ..., n0 − 1} do7
while |T 0l | < sl do8
normalize weight(ti, l) such that
∑
iweight
′(ti, l) = 1 for each9
i ∈ Tunused;
draw a tag i according to the normalized probabilities;10
|T 0l | = |T 0l | ∪ {i};11
Tunused = Tunused\{i};12
let T 0n0 = Tunused;13
end14
3.4.4 Ranking Merged Biclusters
Although the number of biclusters decreases after merging, there are still many bi-
clusters due to the abundance of various topics emerging in social media. Besides, users
may want to see the most interesting summaries, e.g., those discussed by more people
or providing more information. Below we propose a score function so that users can
rank all the biclusters to find the most interesting ones according to their preferences by
simply tuning a single parameter.
Score(T,C) = den(T,C) · log (|T ||C|) · (|C|/|T |)p (3.3)
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where |T | and |C| are the numbers of tags and contents respectively in a bicluster
(T,C) and p is an integer tuning parameter. In the score function, the first two factors
den(T,C) and log (|T ||C|) indicate that biclusters with larger density or size would be
ranked higher. The third factor (|C|/|T |)p incorporates users’ preferences by tuning
p ∈ {0,±1,±2, ...}. For instance, users can set p = 1 in favor of biclusters with more
contents or set p = −1 in favor of biclusters with more tags. The larger the absolute
value of p, the stronger users stress their preferences. However, the absolute value of p
should not be very large to avoid the dominance of the third factor.
3.4.5 Mismatch Problem
(a) Case one (b) Case two
Figure 3.4: Two cases of the mismatch problem
Recall that biclusters are merged when the corresponding partitions fall into the
user-specified spatiotemporal parameters Rtim and Rgeo. Since one partition can only
be associated with a certain date, it is easy to check whether a partition falls within
Rtim. Next we consider two different cases determining whether a partition falls in
Rgeo (dashed boxes in Figure 3.4): (1) the centroids of the partitions are within Rgeo
and (2) the partitions overlap Rgeo. Both cases can lead to mismatch problem. In case
one, biclusters in the shadowed partitions are merged because their centroids fall in
Rgeo. For instance, although the top-left partition is not entirely included in Rgeo, all
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the biclusters in it are merged with other partitions (false positive). Similarly, although
part of the bottom-left partition is included in Rgeo, none of its biclusters are merged
(false negative). In case two, biclusters in the shadowed partitions overlapping Rgeo are
merged.
We cannot avoid the mismatch problem because a bicluster formed by various con-
tents in a partition has no geo-coordinates in itself. Thus merging should be performed
on the basis of partitions rather than biclusters. However, we can evaluate the degree
of the mismatch for quality control and use it as feedback to adjust the partitioning
parameter δcnt.
Definition 3.6. Given a user-specified geographical range Rgeo, the mismatch rate
ratemis of the PM scheme is defined as the ratio of nummis to numtp, where nummis is
the number of mismatched biclusters and numtp is the number of biclusters covered by
Rgeo.
Based on the above definition, the mismatch rate can be larger than 1, which is
indicative of a severe mismatch. Next we discuss how to compute the mismatch rate for
the two cases in Figure 3.4.
Firstly, we consider case one in Figure 3.4(a). Partitions covered by Rgeo, either
partially or entirely, form three different sets Pfp, Pfn and Pen. The first two contain
partitions partially covered by Rgeo: Pfp contains those whose centroids fall in Rgeo
while Pfn contains those whose centroids do not. Pen has partitions entirely falling in
Rgeo. For partitions in Pfp and Pfn, we estimate the number of mismatched biclusters
according to the coverage rate of the partitions as follows.
numfp =
∑
pa∈Pfp num(pa) · (1− cov(pa))
numfn =
∑
pa∈Pfn num(pa) · cov(pa) (3.4)
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where num(pa) is the number of biclusters in partition pa and cov(pa) is the percentage
of pa covered by Rgeo. Thus numfp is the estimated number of additional biclusters
(false positives) used in the merging phase while numfn is the estimated number of
missed biclusters (false negatives) falling in Rgeo but omitted in the merging phase.
Next we compute the estimated number of biclusters in Rgeo by
numtp =
∑
pa∈P num(pa) · cov(pa) (3.5)
where P = Pfp ∪ Pfn ∪ Pen. With the above equations, we can evaluate the quality of








For case two in Figure 3.4(b), Pfn is empty because biclusters in any partition over-
lapping the geographic region Rgeo are merged. However, the false positive partition
set, denoted by P ′fp, now contains all partitions partially overlapping Rgeo, including










Based on the PM scheme, we build a system called Vesta to browse and explore the
top-ranked summaries interactively.
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Figure 3.5: System architecture
Figure 3.5 shows our system architecture, consisting of data crawling, processing
and visualization components from bottom to top. The data crawling component keeps
crawling geo-coded social media contents, cleaning and storing the data in the database.
The processing component is the core of the system, including three parts which per-
form data partitioning, offline pre-computation and online merging respectively. The
data partitioning part starts splitting the data into partitions after the crawler finishes
preparing the contents of each day. Offline pre-computation is then performed to gener-
ate summaries and topic hierarchies for the partitions. Note that our PM scheme makes
it possible that the pre-computation can be done for different partitions in parallel. The
summaries and topic hierarchies in corresponding partitions will be merged respec-
tively in the online merging part once users specify the spatiotemporal parameters. The
merged summaries are finally passed to the visualization component to be displayed as




Although our system performs the partitioning and pre-computation on a daily basis
which leads to a one-day delay, we can reduce the delay to make Vesta a semi-realtime
system. For instance, we can process the data every 3 hours and merge the results
gradually until all contents of the day is processed.
3.5.2 Visual Layout
Next we illustrate the layout of the hierarchical tag clouds in the visualization com-
ponent, which is built based on Google Maps2 and D33. Recall the example in Figure
3.1, the first-level tags of the hierarchical tag clouds will be displayed first in the largest
font size. As users zoom in, tags at subsequent levels of each tag cloud will be placed
near and around their first-level tags in smaller size level by level. To reduce the possi-
bility of overlap among tags in different tag clouds and leave enough space to arrange
tags of the same tag cloud close to each other, we scatter the first-level tags evenly in
two concentric circular orbits. The radii of the two orbits can be adjusted to reduce the
overlap among tag clouds as much as possible. Collision detection is performed to help
determine the positions of the tags at subsequent levels when they are placed around the
corresponding first-level tags.
3.6 Experimental Study
In this section, we conduct an experimental study to assess the proposed methods
from different perspectives.
2https://maps.google.com/
3A JS library for data visualization (http://d3js.org/).
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3.6.1 Data Sets and System Environment
The experiments are conducted over the real-world geo-coded tweets crawled using
the Twitter Streaming API4. Each tweet is associated with a pair of latitude-longitude
coordinates and a time. On average, we can receive 4.1M to 4.3M (million) geo-coded
tweets every day, among which about 0.7M are in English. The four data sets used in
the experiments contains 0.1M, 0.7M, 2.5M and 4.3M tweets respectively. As around
1% of tweets are geo-coded5, 4.3M is a proper approximation of the number of geo-
coded tweets published daily, given that 400M to 500M tweets are generated altogether
per day.
All the source code is written in Java, and the Twitter data is stored in MySQL
5.1.60. The experiments were conducted on Windows Server 2003 Enterprise x64 Edi-
tion with 16-core 2.29GHz CPU, 64GB RAM and JRE6.
3.6.2 Comparison of Different Summarization Methods
Firstly we compare our methods ours tag and ours content based on FCA with two
other biclustering methods (OABicluster [30] and FLOC [94, 93]) and two topic model-
ing methods (LDA [15] and hLDA [13, 12]). OABicluster was also proposed for analyz-
ing social media data based on FCA. It generates formal concepts for each tag-content
pair, without guaranteeing the bicluster quality. FLOC was originally proposed for ex-
pression data analysis. It first generates k initial biclusters randomly and then improves
their quality iteratively, by allowing missing values which correspond to the sparsity in
social media content data. It uses the residue and volume (i.e., the number of non-empty
values [93]) in a gain function to measure the bicluster quality. To make FLOC com-





not affect the main procedure. The two topic modeling methods generate topics which
can also be perceived as summaries. We use MALLET6 which has implemented Par-
allelLDA and hLDA, where ParallelLDA is a parallel version of LDA to accelerate the
speed.
For the first four biclustering methods, we set the minimum density δden from 0.5 to
1.0 and the minimum size δsz from 3 to 5. Since different values of δden do not affect the
performance obviously, we only report the results with δden equal to 0.8 and δsz equal
to 3 and 5. Note that δden and δsz do not apply to ParallelLDA and hLDA. The execution
time and memory usage of ParallelLDA in Figure 3.6 are duplicated for different δsz
for comparison purpose only. For ParallelLDA, we set the topic number to 100 and
thread number to 4. For hLDA, we set the level number of the topic hierarchy to 5. The
iteration numbers for both are set to 1000.
Performance
Figure 3.6 shows the performance of the above methods over four data sets with
different number of tweets. We terminated FLOC and hLDA because they cannot finish
within 10 hours for any data set. They run slowly due to the iterative nature. The
density and volume parts of the gain function also decelerate FLOC probably because
the density part tends to shrink the bicluster size while the volume favors larger size.
To accelerate FLOC and make the densities of the initial biclusters increase faster, we
remove the volume part and denote the modified FLOC by FLOC modified. Although
we see some improvements, FLOC modified still cannot finish within 10 hours. hLDA
is even slower and cannot finish the first 10 of 1000 iterations within 10 hours. Although
we show later that hLDA works for the offline topic hierarchy generation in our system
where it usually handles only thousands of tweets for a partition, hLDA in itself cannot
6A java package for machine learning (http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/).
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Figure 3.6: Performance comparison
scale to larger data sets containing hundreds of thousands of tweets. Thus hLDA cannot
be applied to large amounts of social media data for topic hierarchy generation directly.
We do not report the results for FLOC, FLOC modified and hLDA here.
Figure 3.6(a) and 3.6(b) show the execution time of the other four methods. When
δsz is 3, our proposed methods ours tag and ours content outperform ParallelLDA by al-
most an order of magnitude. When δsz is 5, the performance of ours tag almost remains
unchanged while the execution time of ours content approaches that of ParallelLDA for
tweet number larger than 0.1M. Note that ParallelLDA is set to generate only 100 top-
ics. It will take more time if generating as many as ours content does. For both values




Figure 3.6(c) and 3.6(d) show the memory usage. Almost all the methods consume
more memory when the tweet number gets larger, although some drops are observed
for OABicluster and ParallelLDA when the tweet number comes to 0.7M. ParallelLDA
uses less memory than other methods when the tweet number is 4.3M. This is probably
because we set the topic number to 100 which is a relatively small value. The memory
usage of our proposed methods increases linearly, which brings up concerns that they
may not fit into memory given even larger data sets. We will show later that our PM
















































Figure 3.7: Summary detection capability comparison
Summary Detection Capability
Figure 3.7 shows the number of biclusters/topics each method can generate, which
to some extent reflects their capability of detecting various summaries. Since OABiclus-
ter failed to finish within 10 hours for the other three data sets, we report the number of
biclusters it had generated when we terminated it. We omit FLOC and FLOC modified
again since they cannot finish running within 10 hours for any data set. Upon termina-
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tion, FLOC generated no bicluster with density larger than 0.5 while FLOC modified
only generated several biclusters with density larger than 0.8 for the data set having
0.1M tweets. As the number of tweets increases, it is intuitive that more summaries or
topics will be covered. Our methods conform to this intuition and generate more biclus-
ters for larger data sets. ParallelLDA generates 100 topics for all data sets since we set
the topic number to 100.
We also conduct experiments given δden set to 0.5 to 1.0 over the 0.1M tweets where
OABicluster can finish running within 10 hours. OABicluster generates slightly more
than or comparable to the number of biclusters our methods generate when δden ranges
from 0.5 to 0.7. The number of biclusters generated by OABicluster decreases rapidly
when δden increases from 0.8 to 1.0, indicating that it tends to miss many high-density
biclusters. The number of biclusters generated by our methods does not drop obvi-
ously as δden increases. Because of space limitations, we omit to present the figures.
In addition, both OABicluster and FLOC may lead to cases that a single bicluster
covers multiple unrelated summaries for small δden. For instance, given two biclus-
ters ({t1, t2, t3}, {c1, c2, c3}) and ({t4, t5, t6}, {c4, c5, c6}), both with density equal to 1,
OABicluster and FLOC may generate a bicluster ({t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6}, {c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6})
with density equal to 0.5 but covering two unrelated summaries. Our methods can avoid
this problem since they first generate “full-density” biclusters and related biclusters will
be merged if the density of the resultant bicluster is larger than δden.
Precision and Recall
Evaluating the quality of summaries of social media contents quantitatively is often
hard because of the huge number of contents and lack of predefined summaries or topics
to compare against. Thus, we try to sample a small set of tweets by hand and predefine
summaries using the tweets in order for the evaluation. Specifically, we manually select
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82 out of the 0.1M tweets discussing 4 different topics to verify whether these methods
can generate proper summaries for the topics. The tweets fall into 4 groups according
to the topics they belong to. Common tags in all tweets of a group are chosen as the
summary (or ground truth) of that group. 18 other randomly selected tweets are added
as noise. All the 100 tweets are used to generate biclusters using different methods and
the results are compared with the group truth. The number of true positive tags and
tweets is divided by that of all positive tags and tweets to obtain the precision, and the
former again is divided by the number of all tags and tweets in the ground truth to obtain
the recall. Since ParallelLDA and hLDA cannot find the related tweets of the generated

































Figure 3.8: Precision and recall
Figure 3.8 shows the results when δsz is 3 and δden varies from 0.5 to 1. Since the
results of ours tag and ours content overlap, we denote them as ours for simplicity. The
precision and recall of our methods are stable and larger than those of other methods for
most δden values. The recall of OABicluster is close to ours but drops suddenly when
δden comes to 1. The average precision of FLOC modified is competitive, however, the
precision fluctuates greatly and the recall is relatively low. Besides, FLOC modified
does not guarantee to find all four topics every time. We do not report FLOC as it often
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discovers only one topic and mixes other topics together.
3.6.3 Partition-and-Merge Scheme Evaluation
Next we evaluate the effectiveness of our PM scheme, including assumption valida-
tion and mismatch evaluation.
Assumption Validation
We validate the assumption proposed in Section 3.4.2 that globally interesting sum-
maries are also interesting in certain partitions. In terms of biclusters, those generated
without partitioning the data space and highly ranked can also be generated in some
partitions of the data space. The validation can prove the validity of our PM scheme.
The validation is performed over the data set of 0.7M tweets. We first partition
the data space and generate biclusters by running ours tag and ours content for each
partition. δcnt, the largest number of contents in a partition, is set to 1000 or 1500.
The biclusters in all partitions form set Bpar. Then we generate biclusters, which form
set Bno, directly without partitioning and test whether the most interesting biclusters
in Bno also exist in Bpar. To find the most interesting biclusters in Bno, we rank them
according to our proposed score function with p set to 0. δsz for biclusters in Bpar and
Bno is set to the same value which is 3 or 5. We do not set δden as all biclusters in Bpar
and Bno are “full-density”.
Figure 3.9 validates our assumption. In Figure 3.9(a), we choose the top 50 biclus-
ters from Bno and compare them against biclusters in Bpar. For each bicluster b from
the top 50, we find a bicluster b′ in Bpar which shares the largest number of common
tags with b. The match percentage is the ratio between the number of common tags
and the number of tags in b, reflecting to what extent an interesting summary gener-
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(b) Half-matched percentage
Figure 3.9: Assumption validation
3.9(a) shows, for different parameter settings, most of the top 50 biclusters from Bno
can find a bicluster in Bpar which shares all the tags in the top biclusters, indicating
that many of them can be rediscovered using the partitioning scheme. A high match
percentage between 50% and 100% can also indicates that a summary is quite likely to
be rediscovered. Figure 3.9(b) shows the percentage of the top k biclusters that have
match percentage more than 50% when k is set to 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50. All the top
30 biclusters have match percentage more than 50%. As k increases, the half-matched
percentage begins to decrease. However, there are still more than 90% of the top 50
biclusters whose match percentage is over 50%, meaning summaries associated with
more than 45 out of 50 biclusters are highly likely to be discovered using the partition-
ing scheme. We also note that the results would be even better if biclusters in Bpar are
merged.
Mismatch Evaluation
Below we take a fixed geographic region containing 0.1M tweets as an example
to explain the mismatch problem. Figure 3.10 shows the mismatch rate ratemis and
bicluster number as δcnt varies when δsz = 3 and δden = 1. Note that ratemis for
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Figure 3.10: Mismatch evaluation
either case of the mismatch in Figure 3.4 can be larger than 1, indicating that a severe
mismatch occurs.
From Figure 3.10, we can see that ratemis for either mismatch case decreases as
δcnt drops and that the first case leads to a smaller ratemis. There are three stages for
the decrease, namely when δcnt is larger than 700, between 700 and 500, and smaller
than 500, where more obvious is the second stage. When δcnt decreases from 1500 to
700, ratemis reduces in a relatively fast speed, which means that any value between
1500 and 700 may not be proper for δcnt since ratemis is not stable enough. When δcnt
comes from 700 to 500, ratemis decreases less dramatically, indicating it is a reasonable
value range for δcnt. After δcnt drops below 500, ratemis decreases rapidly again. The
instability of ratemis in this stage is probably because δcnt becomes too small. A very
small ratemis is not always meaningful. It may cause loss of biclusters due to very small
partitions, which is reflected by the green bicluster number line in Figure 3.10. Another
strategy is to choose a value, 500 in Figure 3.10 for instance, for δcnt when the number
of biclusters reaches its peak. This is also consistent with choosing between 700 and
500, and more practical in case the second stage is less detectable. Consequently, users
do not have to set δcnt blindly by themselves. As δcnt can be determined automatically




3.6.4 System Scalability Analysis
Vesta adopts the PM scheme which converts the in-memory biclustering to a disk-
based approach and makes it possible to parallelize the approach. Next we analyze the







































Figure 3.11: Offline scalability
The offline partitioning phase includes data space partitioning and pre-computation
of biclusters and topic hierarchies. We plot the execution time and memory usage over
different data sets in Figure 3.11 when δsz, δcnt and the number of iterations for hLDA
are set to 3, 1000, 1000 respectively. The blue line shows the execution time increases
almost in proportion to the data set size while most of the time is consumed by hLDA
(the red line) to generate topic hierarchies. The green line indicates a significant im-
provement when we parallelize the partitioning phase using 4 threads. Because we
simply add up the time consumed by hLDA in all threads without considering the over-
lap, the hLDA time under parallelism (the brown line) gets very large. This indicates
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that hLDA can be parallelized to greatly accelerate the process. Through parallelism,
the overall time of the partitioning phase reduces from two and a half hours to less than
an hour for the data set with 4.3M tweets, which approximate the number of geo-coded
tweets published every day in reality.
Figure 3.11(b) shows the memory usage which decreases greatly compared with that
in Figure 3.6(c) and 3.6(d). The memory usage does not always increase as the data set
gets larger. Note that the amount of memory recorded here is the peak value which is
mainly caused by hLDA when faced too many tweets as input. That value often drops
after a short while during execution. Again, the parallelism also leads to less memory
usage. Thus Figure 3.11 indicates that the offline partitioning phase can scale to even

































































(b) Bicluster number decrease
Figure 3.12: Online scalability
The online merging phase is done at runtime when users specify the spatiotemporal
ranges. The solid lines in Figure 3.12(a) show the response time for three geographic
areas on different scales w.r.t. various time ranges. The dotted lines show the corre-
sponding number of tweets involved in certain ranges. δden is set to 0.5, which is the
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lower bound density of merged biclusters. Given a geographic area, the response time
increases linearly with the number of days (also the number of biclusters to merge or
tweets). The response time is often small (e.g., 2 seconds for L.A. or 5 seconds for
California & Nevada over 30 days) when the geographic area is on a city or state scale.
When it comes to countries such as the entire USA, the response time is relatively longer
because of the huge number of tweets.
Although the number of biclusters to merge is often large, that of the merged bi-
clusters decreases greatly. This is exhibited in Figure 3.12(b) where solid (or dotted)
lines represent the number before (or after) merging, showing that this number can be
reduced by 63% ∼ 81%. It means that a large part of biclusters from different partitions
can be merged together and thus validates again the effectiveness of our PM scheme.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a system called Vesta which enables interactive ex-
ploration of different regions by summarizing and browsing social media contents via
hierarchical tag clouds. We proposed to generate summaries by biclustering the con-
tents based on FCA and then extended the approach by introducing a disk-based PM
scheme for better scalability. For visualization purposes, we adopted hLDA to gener-
ate topic hierarchies and merge them to form a tag hierarchy for each summary. The





OF SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENTS
BASED ON DBPEDIA ONTOLOGY
4.1 Overview
In Chapter 3, we proposed Vesta to generate summaries without taking into account
semantic meanings and relationships among keywords in a summary. To explore the
meanings of massive amounts of social media data, in this chapter we propose Heron1,
a novel summarization approach to generating summaries with clear and coherent se-
mantic meanings from social media contents. However, unlike most existing summa-
rization methods, our approach generates summaries by grouping entities with close
relationships according to the classes to which the entities are mapped in the DBpe-
1Heron stands for hierarchical summarization.
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dia ontology2 [4, 11, 57]. A hierarchical structure is also built to reveal fine-grained
subsumptive relationships among subsets of entities in each summary. In this case, a
summary generated by our approach is also called a hierarchical summary, because it
not only consists of closely related entities but also has a hierarchical structure, which
is a sub-hierarchy of the DBpedia ontology, to capture subsumptive correlations among
the entities.
Since the entities in a summary are Wikipedia entities extracted from social media
contents, and the DBpedia ontology plays an important role in our approach, we next
provide a short introduction to them before elaborating on the DBpedia ontology based
summarization.
4.1.1 Wikipedia Entity and Infobox
Wikipedia3, as one of the most popular multilingual Internet encyclopedias, has al-
ready had 18 billion page views and nearly 500 million unique visitors every month as
of February 20144. The English Wikipedia has over 4 million articles, remaining the
largest among all the Wikipedias in over 200 languages5. Generally, each Wikipedia
article (except the functional pages such as talk pages, redirects, etc.) corresponds to a
Wikipedia entity, or entity for short, which is often represented using the title of the arti-
cle. For instance, the Wikipedia article (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White House) en-
titled “White House” corresponds to the entity White House, where the words within
an entity are connected by underscore(s) for easier processing.
In some of the Wikipedia articles, especially those that are popularly viewed and







regarding the corresponding entity [98]. An infobox is a piece of structured information
which is located in the top-right corner of an article, having a class label (indicating to
which class an entity belongs) and a group of property-value pairs. An infobox can be
created easily by choosing one of the various infobox templates and filling values of
properties in the selected template. In the English Wikipedia alone, more than 6,000
infobox templates have been created and reused by Wikipedia contributors [68]. This
crowdsourcing nature of Wikipedia inevitably brings about great challenges in terms
of the consistency and accuracy of how the templates are created and used. After all,
determining a proper template from among thousands of options is challenging enough
for most contributors. For instance, different contributors tend to choose different yet
related templates for the same entity, and may use different property names to describe
the same property in different templates [11].
4.1.2 DBpedia Ontology
Because of the inconsistency and redundancy in Wikipedia, the DBpedia project6
was initiated in 2007, with the aim of extracting structured content from vast amounts
of information (e.g., infoboxes) in Wikipedia. DBpedia allows users to issue sophisti-
cated queries against Wikipedia, and to link various data sets to Wikipedia. As of July
2014, The English version of the DBpedia knowledge base (DBpedia 3.9) describes 4.0
million Wikipedia entities, of which 3.22 million are classified in a consistent ontology7,
i.e., the DBpedia ontology. This ontology has been created manually based on the most
frequently used infoboxes in Wikipedia, and covers 529 classes, which are described by
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Figure 4.1: DBpedia ontology (partial)
Figure 4.1 shows part of the DBpedia ontology8. The classes in the ontology form a
tree-like hierarchy, which is rooted at a general node “owl:Thing”. Note that “owl:Thing”
itself is not a class in the ontology, and thus we say that it is at level 0 and that the chil-
dren of it (e.g., “Activity” and “Agent”) are at level 1. All the classes are organized as
either internal or leaf nodes in the hierarchy, where classes at higher levels represent
more general meanings and are superclasses or ancestors of those appearing in the sub-
hierarchies rooted at these classes. For instance, “Activity” is the superclass of “Sport”,
which is again the superclass of “Athletics”, “BoxingStyle”, etc.




4.1.3 DBpedia Ontology Based Summarization
By making use of the class information of Wikipedia entities, we are able to map the
entities appearing in social media contents to the DBpedia ontology. Because classes
in the ontology form a hierarchical structure which captures the subsumptive relation-
ships among the classes, entities mapped to the ontology will thus be naturally grouped
together according to where their corresponding classes are located in the ontology.
Specifically, entities having the same class label will be mapped to the same class
node in the ontology hierarchy, while those whose classes have certain parent-child (or
ancestor-descendant) relationships will also be mapped to reserve those relationships.
Therefore, we can “cluster” the mapped entities conveniently so that each “cluster” of
entities serves as a summary of their corresponding social media contents.
Such a summary not only consists of a group of related entities, but also captures
and reserves a hierarchical structure of them in terms of subsumptive semantics. In this
manner, we are able to enrich a summary in two respects. On the one hand, although
entities in a summary are closely related, we categorize them into several subsets so as
to better depict the similarities as well as the subtle distinctions among entities in the
same summary. The hierarchical relationships among the subsets, on the other hand,
represent the summary from a one-dimensional space (with only entities) to a two-
dimensional space (with both entities and correlations), to reflect the interconnections
among subsets of entities within a summary.
Example 4.1. Figure 4.2 shows an example of a hierarchical summary. The summary
consists of entities (e.g., Coral and Guava) belonging to the eukaryote class, one of the
major biological domains of organisms. The entities in the summary are divided into
more specific subsets, and the subsets further form a hierarchical structure according to
the relationships among the subsets of entities. Specifically, on the left is the hierarchy of
subsets of entities, while on the right is the corresponding sub-hierarchy of the DBpedia
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Figure 4.2: An example of a hierarchical summary
ontology, based on which the left part is constructed. Each subset of entities is mapped
to a class node in the sub-hierarchy, as indicated by the dashed arrows. For instance,
a dashed arrow goes from the subset having entities Ant, Mosquito and Cicada to the
class “Insect”, meaning that the three entities are classified as insect.
In addition to the revelation of semantic correlations within each summary, sum-
maries generated from different data sets can also be utilized for the comparis n of
the data sets (e.g., tweets about China and tweets about the USA) in terms of entity
distribution. For instance, users can generate a summary corresponding to the same
sub-hierarchy in Figure 4.2 using a set of tweets about China and another set about the
USA respectively. They can compare the two summaries to discover which eukaryotic
entities are frequently mentioned along with “China” and “USA”, and how they are dis-
tributed in each set of tweets. This can be achieved because the entities are mapped to a
central and stable ontology.
Another advantage of the proposed hierarchical summarization is that the summary
is quite convenient for visualization. We have entered the era of Big Data, which means
that the volume of data for processing is quite huge. It is therefore vital to present the
data properly and vividly, and to make it easily understandable. Tag cloud [10, 24,
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78] is an appropriate and popular form to visualize entities, which are called tags in a
tag cloud. Tags are often rendered in different colors, font sizes and types to convey
certain meanings, such as frequency, importance, recency and so on. Recall that in
the previous chapter we proposed hierarchical tag clouds [40] for the visualization of
summaries extracted from spatiotemporal social media contents. The differences are
that those summaries are not composed of Wikipedia entities and that the hierarchies of
tags are generated based on some statistical method, thereby lacking a clear meaning of
the relationships among the tags. With enlightenment from these works, however, the
hierarchical summaries proposed in this chapter can be visualized in hierarchical tag
clouds to convey clearer semantic relationships among the entities in each summary.
In this chapter, we propose Heron to generate hierarchical summaries for social
media contents, which are capable of grouping entities in closely related classes and re-
vealing their interconnections by leveraging the DBpedia ontology. To accomplish our
goal, we first need to extract entities from the given social media contents and map those
entities onto the DBpedia ontology. As mentioned earlier, however, inconsistency and
inaccuracy widely exist in Wikipedia infoboxes, which renders the mapping of entities
and the subsequent summarization of social media contents inaccurate. Furthermore,
the presence of thousands of properties in total and the low degree of property over-
lap among entities also bring great challenges to traditional classification methods of
reclassifying the entities. To address this problem, we propose a model named multi-
level Naive Bayes Classifiers (mNBC) to refine the entities’ classes effectively before
mapping them. Besides the refinement, our model can also be used to make predic-
tions/classifications for new entities to aid the addition of infoboxes to Wikipedia, as
long as the properties are provided.
After entities are mapped to the DBpedia ontology, we then split it to generate hier-
archical summaries. The process is tunable to enable the granularity of the summaries
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to be controlled. Since we take advantage of the structure of the DBpedia ontology for
the summary generation, the hierarchical relationships among entities are naturally re-
served within each summary. Note that in the mapping step, a great number of entities
might be mapped to a single class node. We further propose a ranking procedure for the
selection of the most important and relevant entities according to a score formula.
To sum up, we make the following contributions in this chapter: (1) We propose to
generate hierarchical summaries based on the DBpedia ontology to introduce semantics
into each summary. (2) To reduce the propagation of inconsistency and inaccuracy in
Wikipedia, we present a model named multi-level Naive Bayes Classifiers to refine the
classes of entities before mapping them. (3) We also propose a ranking procedure to
select the most relevant entities for each class.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We first discuss the preliminaries
and problem definition in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we propose the model of multi-
level Naive Bayes Classifiers and present the refinement of entities’ classes based on the
model. In Section 4.4, we introduce the generation of summaries and the selection of
top entities. We then present the experimental study in Section 4.5. Lastly, we provide
a summary of this chapter in Section 4.6.
4.2 Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce some relevant concepts, followed by a formal problem
definition.
Definition 4.1. Given an entity e which is classified as cj ∈ C (C is the collection of all
classes in the DBpedia ontology). A sequence of classes ci, ci+1, ..., cj−1, cj (i ≤ j) is
called the class chain of e if (1) ci is a class at the first level of the DBpedia ontology,
(2) cp is the parent of cp+1 (i ≤ p < j) when i 6= j.
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The class chain of an entity actually consists of all the classes along the path in the
DBpedia ontology from the root node to the class of the entity. For instance, since the
class of the entity Backstreet Boys is “Band”, the class chain of it will be “Agent,
Organisation, Band”. Note that a class chain not only contains a set of classes but also
reserves the order of the classes, from the topmost level to the lowest as in the ontology.
Although an entity can be classified as any class in its class chain, we often refer to the
last one (e.g., “Band” in the above example) whey saying that an entity is classified as
a class because the last one is the most specific and accurate class for the entity.
Definition 4.2. Given a setE of entities and a setC ⊂ C of classes where all the classes
in C corresponds to a sub-hierarchy h of the DBpedia ontology. If E can be divided
into |C| (i.e., the cardinality of C) subsetsE1, E2, ..., E|C| (some subsets may be empty),
where Ei ∩Ej = ∅ (i 6= j) and ∪|C|i=1Ei = E for any i, j ∈ {1, 2, ...|C|}, such that some
injective function f(·) can map each nonempty subset to a unique class in C (i.e., Ei 7→
ci and Ei 6= ∅ for i ∈ {1, 2, ..., |C|}), we say that the combination of all the subsets of
entities, the set of classes and the injective function defines a hierarchical summary,
or summary for short. A summary is denoted by S({E1, E2, ..., E|C|}, C, f(·))9, where
each nonempty subset Ei (i ∈ {1, 2, ...|C|}) is mapped to a class ci ∈ C in the sub-
hierarchy h according to f(·).
Note that f(·) in this definition is an injective function that maps any nonempty
subset Ei ⊂ E of entities to a class ci ∈ C because all the entities in Ei are classified
as ci. The function is injective in that it never maps distinct subsets to the same class
in C. In other words, each class has at most one subset mapped to it. Intuitively, this is
because entities mapped to a class in the sub-hierarchy are all grouped into one single
subset.
According to the above definition, a summary S({E1, E2, ..., E|C|}, C, f(·)) defined
9For simplicity, we also denote a summary by S in this chapter.
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in this chapter therefore not only consists of several subsets of entities, but also has a
hierarchical structure which connects all the subsets. The hierarchical structure of a
summary is actually a sub-hierarchy of the DBpedia ontology, which is determined by
the classes in C. Next, we summarize our goals and define the problem to tackle in this
chapter.
Problem Definition: Suppose that C is the collection of all classes in the DBpe-
dia ontology DO and that E is a collection of entities extracted from a set of social
media contents. Each entity e ∈ E is mapped to a class c ∈ C (i.e., e 7→ c) accord-
ing to the infobox information in Wikipedia. In this chapter, our aim is to (1) refine
the classes of the entities (i.e., redo the classification such that e 7→ c′, where c′ ∈ C)
by performing class prediction using our proposed model of multi-level Naive Bayes
Classifiers (mNBC), (2) generate hierarchical summaries S({E1, E2, ..., E|C|}, C, f(·))
using the entities with refined classes, and (3) find the most important entities, in terms
of coherence, mapped to each class in each summary.
4.3 Refinement of Classes of Entities
In this section, we discuss how to refine the classes of entities so as to reduce the
inaccuracy inherent in Wikipedia. To this end, we propose a lightweight yet effective
classification model named multi-level Naive Bayes Classifiers. However, as our goal
in this chapter is to generate summaries which consist of entities extracted from social
media contents, we briefly introduce the extraction of entities first.
4.3.1 Extraction of Entities
Extraction of Entities is commonly know as “Entity linking” or “named entity dis-
ambiguation/normalization” in natural language processing. To detect entities in textual
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documents, a knowledge base of entities is often required so that names in the docu-
ments can be linked to the entities of the knowledge base. A recently emerging direction
is to use Wikipedia as the knowledge base and cross-link names to Wikipedia entities
for entity extraction [43, 35, 60, 72], which is an instance of extremely fine-grained en-
tity linking. The process of entity linking using Wikipedia is also called “wikification”
[59]. DBpedia Spotlight [58] was proposed for annotating entities of DBpedia resources
in text, which performs entity detection and name disambiguation to link unstructured
information to the link data cloud via DBpedia. Despite various efforts made over the
recent years, the problem remains challenging because of the inherent ambiguity in
names/entities.
Since the extraction of entities stays beyond the focus of this work, we simply extract
entities from social media contents by adopting the existing methods.
4.3.2 Multi-level Naive Bayes Classifiers
As mentioned earlier, Wikipedia infoboxes possess great inconsistency and inaccu-
racy because the creation and maintenance of the information are manually done by
Wikipedia contributors, many of whom lack necessary knowledge and training on this.
After all, it is quite challenging for ordinary contributors to choose the best from among
thousands of infobox templates. For instance, a number of Wikipedia entities are labeled
as “Person” instead of more specific classes such as “Artist”, “Writer”, “Philosopher”.
Since the inaccuracy of classes of entities would propagate to the summarization of so-
cial media contents and lead to inaccuracy of summaries more or less, it is better to
refine the classes of entities to reduce the inaccuracy as much as possible.
To tackle this challenge, we propose a simple yet effective classification model
named multi-level Naive Bayes Classifiers (mNBC). Although researchers have pro-
posed various high-dimensional/hierarchical classification models [21, 52, 3, 38] and
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even other variants of hierarchical Naive Bayes Classifiers [75, 48], our model is more
appropriate and especially designed to cater to the classification of Wikipedia entities
with the aforementioned characteristics. Specifically, we build mNBC based on the DB-
pedia ontology by integrating both of them seamlessly. That is, a single Naive Bayes
Classifier (NBC) is built for each set of classes sharing the same parent in the DBpedia
ontology, and these individual NBCs are then integrated together to form an mNBC as
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Figure 4.3: Structure of mNBC
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Structure of mNBC
Figure 4.3 shows a typical structure of an mNBC model, where Figure 4.3(a) is a
simplified DBpedia ontology for illustration purpose, Figure 4.3(b) is its formal rep-
resentation and Figure 4.3(c) is the corresponding mNBC built for the ontology. In
the formal representation of the ontology, boxes in solid line represent classes, which
are connected by arrows. Classes sharing the same parent are put in one group and
highlighted by a dashed box. We have five groups of classes in Figure 4.3(b), namely
R1, R2, ..., R5 respectively, for each of which an NBC is built, as shown in Figure 4.3(c).
For each individual NBC, we assume that different properties are independent of each
other given a class [36, 77].
In Figure 4.3(b), we use “c” plus a suffix to denote a class (except the root node) in
the ontology in such a way that a suffix can reflect the level of a class and the relationship
with the other classes: (1) The length of a suffix indicates at which level of the ontology
a class is. For instance, c2 is at the first level while c121 is at the third level. (2) If the
suffix of classB has one more digit i at its end than that of classA, thenB is the ith child
of A. For instance, c122 is the second child of c12, and c122 and c121 are siblings. Since
the use of digits limits the number of children of a class to up to 10, in implementation
we use the type “char” instead. Because each instance of it can represent at least 256
numbers in most programming languages while the maximum number of children a
class has in the DBpedia ontology is less than 100. To avoid confusion, however, we
will explicitly mention this suffix notation in the sequel only when we are using it.
Otherwise, we do not determine the relationships among classes based on their suffixes.
For instance, ci and cj can be arbitrary classes in the DBpedia ontology.
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Modeling of mNBC
Suppose we have a set E of entities and each entity e has a set P of properties
{p1, p2, ..., p|P |}. The class of e is denoted by ce. To avoid possible confusion between
the class label of an entity and a class node in the DBpedia ontology, we use nodc to
denote the class node representing class c. However, as for a class node and its corre-
sponding class, we use “node” or “class” interchangeably in the sequel if no ambiguity
arises. For instance, it is equivalent to say that an entity is mapped to either a class node
or a class in the DBpedia ontology. To build an mNBC model, each class node nodc
in the DBpedia ontology needs to maintain two statistics, one is the number of entities
mapped to that class, denoted by nodc.cnt, and the other is a property histogram, de-
noted by nodc.hist(). Given any property p, nodc.hist(p) returns the number of entities
that are mapped to nodc and have property p.
Since entity e is classified as ce, we can derive the entity’s class chain according to
the DBpedia ontology, so that both statistics of each class node in the class chain will
be updated. Specifically, for every nodc in the class chain, nodc.cnt and nodc.hist(p)
should all be increased by 1 for every property p ∈ P .
Example 4.2. Suppose that we have two entities e1 and e2, which are classified as c11
and c122 in Figure 4.3(b) respectively. e1 has two properties {p1, p2} while e2 has one
property {p2}. According to the class labels of the two entities, the class chain for e1 is
c1, c11 and that for e2 is c1, c12, c122 (note again that c0 is not considered as a class in this
work). Thus given e1 we update the statistics of class node nodc1 and nodc11 , and given
e2 we update those of class node nodc1 , nodc12 and nodc122 . After updating, we have (1)
nodc1 .cnt = 2, (2) nodc11 .cnt = nodc12 .cnt = nodc122 .cnt = 1, (3) nodc1 .hist(p1) =
nodc11 .hist(p1) = nodc11 .hist(p2) = nodc12 .hist(p2) = nodc122 .hist(p2) = 1, and (4)
nodc1 .hist(p2) = 2. Note that nodc1 .cnt = 2 because both e1 and e2 have c1 in their
class chain, and nodc1 .hist(p2) = 2 because both e1 and e2 have property p2.
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By updating the statistics of all the class nodes in the DBpedia ontology using enti-
ties in the training data set, we actually have already finished building the mNBC model.
The ontology with updated statistics will serve as the mNBC model for classification.
Classfication of Entities Using mNBC
Recall that we mentioned earlier that an NBC would be built for every set C of
classes sharing the same parent. Suppose we already have such an NBC which will be
used to classify an entity e with properties p1, p2, ..., p|P |, where |P | is the number of
properties e has. Let x = (p1, p2, ..., p|P |) be the property vector of e. The probability
for e to be classified as c given x is calculated as follows.












p(xi|c) · p(c) (4.3)
Formulae 4.1 to 4.3 are standard solutions commonly used for an NBC model [77].
Formula 4.1 applies Bayes’ theorem to p(c|x). In Formula 4.2, p(x) is omitted because
it is a constant, so that p(c|x) can be written in a proportional form as in Formula 4.3.
Next, we rewrite the probabilities in Formula 4.3 as frequencies to further simplify the
calculation.
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In Formula 4.4, p(xi|c) is written as freq(xi|c)/freq(c), where freq(xi|c) is the
number of entities having a certain property xi (i.e., pi) given that those entities are
classified as c and freq(c) is the number of entities classified as c. Besides, p(c) is
written as freq(c)/
∑
j freq(cj), where freq(cj) is the number of entities classified as
a certain class cj ∈ C. Note that in these formulae c is a random variable while cj is one
certain class in C. A factor freq(c) in the numerator is canceled with one same factor
in the denominator, so that Formula 4.4 is rewritten as Formula 4.5. Since
∑
j freq(cj)
is a constant with regard to any certain NBC, this factor is omitted and p(c|x) is finally
written as the one in Formula 4.6.
Recall that we maintain two statistics for each class node in the DBpedia ontol-
ogy. For any class node nodc and property xi, we have freq(xi|c) = nodc.hist(xi)
and freq(c) = nodc.cnt. Since nodc.hist(xi) and nodc.cnt are already known, we can
calculate the value of Formula 4.6 easily. Note that p(c|x) does not equal the value
of Formula 4.6 because we have omitted two constant factors in Formula 4.2 and 4.5.
Therefore, we first calculate the value of Formula 4.6 for every c ∈ C and then nor-
malize them to obtain the value of p(c|x). Although it is easy to find out the maximum
value of Formula 4.6 for all classes in C to determine the class of e, performing normal-
ization is still needed so as to terminate the classification process properly, which will
be discussed later.
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Through the above calculations, we can classify an entity e as a class c with the
highest p(c|x) in a single NBC model. After building an NBC for each set of classes
with the same parent in the DBpedia ontology, we build a collection of NBCs which
altogether form a model of multi-level Naive Bayes Classifiers, i.e., an mNBC as shown
in Figure 4.3(c). In mNBC, the set of classes are different for each individual NBC,
and the distribution of properties varies accordingly, which is reflected by the property
histogram of each class node.
Given an entity, we can classify it in an iterative manner so as to predict and refine
the class of the entity level by level, from top to bottom in the mNBC model. The
resultant predicted classes at different levels then form the class chain of the entity.
Example 4.3. Given an entity e and its property vector x, we illustrate the classification
process based on Figure 4.3. We start the classification from the top NBC highlighted by
dashed box R1 by applying Formula 4.6 three times to find the largest value. If p(c3|x)
is the largest, we classify e as c3 and terminate the classification because c3 has no
descendants in the ontology. However, if p(c1|x) is the largest, we then classify e as c1
at the first level, and come to the second level to classify e using the NBC highlighted by
dashed box R2 because R2 corresponds to the set of children of c1. Suppose this time e
is classified as c12. Since c12 still has children, we continue to classify e using the NBC
highlighted by dashed box R4. Suppose e is finally classified as c122, then we say that
the class of e is c122 with c1, c12, c122 as its class chain.
Zero Frequency Correction
Consider Formula 4.6 again. If, in the training data set, all the entities mapped to
class node nodc have no property xi, freq(xi|c) becomes 0. For an entity from the
testing data set which has this property, the situation will lead to p(c|x) = 0, even
if p(c|x) might be quite large if property xi is not considered for the calculation. In
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this case, a zero freq(xi|c) will cancel the effect of all the other non-zero factors in
Formula 4.6. To avoid this problem, we can perform zero frequency correction, which
is inspired by the Laplacian correction [34], whenever freq(xi|c) equals 0. Next we use
an example to briefly illustrate how the correction is performed.
(a) nodc1.hist   (b) nodc2.hist   
p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7
Figure 4.4: Histograms of properties for two class nodes
Example 4.4. Figure 4.4 draws two curves reflecting the histograms of properties for
two class nodes nodc1 and nodc2 . The height of the curves indicates approximately the
distribution of entities in terms of properties. Suppose nodc1 .cnt = nodc2 .cnt = 10 (i.e.,
10 entities are mapped to class c1 and c2 respectively). For c1, we have nodc1 .hist(p2) =
9, nodc1 .hist(p5) = 8 and nodc1 .hist(p7) = 0. For c2, we have nodc2 .hist(p2) = 10,
nodc2 .hist(p5) = 2 and nodc2 .hist(p7) = 1. Given an entity e with property vector
x = (p2, p5, p7), we calculate the unnormalized probability according to Formula 4.6
for each class as follows: p(c1|x) ∝ (9 × 8 × 0)/10(3−1) = 0 and p(c2|x) ∝ (10 ×
2 × 1)/10(3−1) = 0.2. Since one probability is 0, we cannot normalize the two values.
But we can simply classify e as c2 because the value for c2 is larger. By comparing the
three properties of entity e against the two curves in Figure 4.4, however, we notice that
intuitively e is more likely to be classified as c1 instead, because most entities mapped
to c1 have both property p2 and p5 while most entities mapped to c2 only have property
p2. To avoid this misclassification, we assume that a new entity having all the seven
properties are added to the training data set to update the statistics of nodc1 . To achieve
this, we simply increase each factor in Formula 4.6 by 1 on the fly as long as any factor
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is 0. As a result, we have p(c1|x) ∝ ((9 + 1)× (8 + 1)× (0 + 1))/(10 + 1)(3−1) ≈ 0.74.
Now since 0.74 is larger than 0.2, entity e is classified as c1.
In reality, the number of entities mapped to a class node is so large that we can omit
the tiny effect introduced by performing the zero frequency correction.
Stop Condition
Recall that in Example 4.3, we classify entity e as c122 by following the hierarchical
structure of the ontology in Figure 4.3 from the first level to the last. This is not often
the case, however. We may have to terminate the recursive process after classifying e as
c1 and c12, because the probability for e to be classified as c122 may not be large enough.
Given a minimum probability threshold pmin, to determine whether the maximum prob-
ability p(c|x) is larger than pmin, normalization should be performed among the values
of Formula 4.6 for all c ∈ C.
In spite of normalization, we cannot rule out all the exceptions. This is because
the probability p(c|x) for a certain class c might be incorrectly scaled up to a large
value owing to the small probabilities of other classes during the normalization. Take
an extreme case as an example. If only one class c has non-zero unnormalized value
according to Formula 4.6, the normalization will lead to the probability of that class
being 1. This may not be true if there is only a small overlap between the properties
of entity e and those in the histogram of class node nodc. Therefore, to further validate
a classification, we multiply p(c|x) by a property proportion prop to obtain the revised
probability prev(c|x), which is used as the final probability to compare with pmin. The
formula is written as follows.
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prev(c|x) = p(c|x) · prop (4.7)
= p(c|x) · |P ∩ pp(nodc.hist)||P | (4.8)
where P is the set of properties of entity e, |P | is the cardinality of P and pp(nodc.hist)
is the set of properties in the histogram of node nodc. Therefore, the property proportion
prop is the percentage of the common properties shared by entity e and node nodc with
regard to all properties of e. Only if prev(c|x) is not less than pmin, we consider that
entity e is classified as c. With this stop condition, we give the algorithm of classifying
an entity using mNBC below.
Algorithm 3: The mNBC Algorithm
Input: the property vector x = (p1, p2, ..., p|P |) of entity e (P is the property set
of e), the DBpedia ontology DO with updated statistics, the probability
threshold pmin
Output: a class chain L of entity e
begin1
initialize C to be the set of classes at level 1 of DO;2
initialize L to be an empty list;3
while true do4
compute values of Formula 4.6 for all c ∈ C;5
normalize the values to obtain p(c|x) for all c ∈ C;6
let ctmp = arg max
c∈C
p(c|x);7
calculate prev(ctmp|x) according to Formula 4.8;8
if prev(ctmp|x) < pmin then9
return L;10
append ctmp to the end of L;11
let C be the set of children of c;12
if C = ∅ then13
return L;14
end15
Algorithm 3 performs a greedy search in the DBpedia ontology and returns the class
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chain for an input entity, in which the last element is the class of the entity. It starts
from the classes at the first level of the ontology (line 1 to 4), finds a class ctmp with the
maximum probability p(c|x) and calculates its revised probability prev(c|x) (line 5 to
8). If this probability is less than the threshold pmin, the algorithm terminates (line 9 to
10). Otherwise, ctmp is appended to a list storing the class chain of the entity (line 11),
and the algorithm again starts to examine the children of ctmp (line 12) in a recursive
manner until there is no child for ctmp (line 13 to 14).
4.4 Summarization
In last section, we discussed how to build the mNBC model and refine the class
labels of entities based on this model. Next, we introduce how to generate hierarchical
summaries based on the DBpedia ontology given entities with refined classes. Firstly,
we map those entities onto the DBpedia ontology. Then we split the ontology into
multiple sub-hierarchies, each of which can be perceived as a summary. Considering
the fact that too many entities may be mapped to one class node, we further propose to
rank the entities so as to select the most important ones.
4.4.1 Entity Mapping
Mapping entities onto the DBpedia ontology can be done at the same time when
doing the classification. As described in Algorithm 3, we classify an entity e along the
hierarchical structure of the DBpedia ontology from top to bottom, until the stop con-
dition is satisfied. We can remember the last valid class node nodc which is appended
at the end of the class chain during the recursive process as the algorithm executes. At
the time of termination, nodc will be the very node to which entity e should be mapped.
In the sequel, when we say that an entity e is mapped to a class node nodc, the class
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node refers to the one corresponding to the last class c at the end of the class chain of
the entity unless otherwise stated. That is, we map an entity e to its lowest class node
nodc in the ontology when generating summaries because c is the most specific class
to describe e, although e can also be classified as those classes corresponding to the
ancestor nodes of nodc.
To simulate the mapping operation, another two statistics of nodc need to be up-
dated, which are nodc.ent cnt and nodc.ent hist respectively. Note not to confuse
these two statistics with nodc.cnt and nodc.hist used for building mNBC. nodc.ent cnt
stores the number of entities mapped to class node nodc as well as those mapped to
the descendants of nodc, i.e., the total number of entities mapped to the sub-hierarchy
rooted at nodc. nodc.ent hist stores the histogram of entities only mapped to nodc,
where nodc.ent hist(e) returns the frequency that entity e is mapped to nodc. Thus
when entity e is finally mapped to class node nodc when Algorithm 3 terminates, we
update nodc.ent cnt and nodc.ent hist(e) by increasing them by 1. We should also
increase nodcanc .ent cnt by 1 for each canc ∈ ancestors(c) where ancestors(c) is the
set of ancestor nodes of c. This is because the statistic ent cnt of a node needs to store
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(b) Eight entities mapped to the ontology (4 6= 2+1
because one entity is mapped to nodc12 )
Figure 4.5: Entity mapping
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Figure 4.5 demonstrates the mapping of entities to the ontology shown in Figure
4.3. In Figure 4.5(a), four entities are mapped to four different class nodes, i.e., nodc11 ,
nodc12 , nodc13 and nodc21 . The number next to a class node indicates how many entities
are mapped to the sub-hierarchy rooted at that class node, while there is no number if no
entity is mapped. For instance, the number 1 next to nodc12 means nodc12 .ent cnt = 1,
i.e., only one entity is mapped to the sub-hierarchy rooted at nodc12 . Since the sub-
hierarchy has three class nodes nodc12 , nodc121 and nodc122 , and since there is no entity
mapped to the other two class nodes, we know that the single entity must be mapped
to nodc12 . The number 3 next to nodc1 means nodc1 .ent cnt = 3, i.e., three entities are
mapped to the sub-hierarchy rooted at nodc1 . Figure 4.5(b) shows the ontology after
four more entities are mapped. nodc.ent cnt is also updated accordingly for any c ∈ C,
where C is the set of classes in the ontology. Note that in the sub-hierarchy highlighted
by the dashed line in Figure 4.5(b), we have nodc12 .ent cnt = 4, nodc121 .ent cnt = 2
and nodc122 .ent cnt = 1. 4 6= 2+1 because an entity e is actually mapped to nodc12 . The
number of entities mapped to the sub-hierarchy rooted at a class node equals the sum
of the number of entities mapped to that class node and the number of entities mapped
to the sub-hierarchies rooted at the children of that class node. This relationship of








nodcj .ent cnt (4.9)
where E is the set of entities mapped to class node c and children(c) is the set of
children of c.
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4.4.2 Summary Generation
Once a set of entities have been mapped onto the DBpedia ontology, hierarchical
summaries can be generated naturally and easily by cutting off sub-hierarchies from the
ontology. Given a threshold δ which sets an upper bound for the number of entities al-
lowed to contain in each summary, the ontology is traversed to find a setCroot of classes.
For any c ∈ Croot, nodc.ent cnt is less than or equal to δ while nodparent(c).ent cnt
(parent(c) is the parent of c) is larger than δ if the parent of c exists. In this case,
each sub-hierarchy rooted at a class in Croot is then a hierarchical summary. Depth-first
search (DFS) can be performed for the traversal of the ontology. Recall Definition 4.2
that a summary S({E1, E2, ..., E|C|}, C, f(·)) consists of a set of classes, subsets of en-
tities corresponding the classes and an injective function mapping the entity sets to the
classes. The entities constitute the content of the summary while the classes and the
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(b) Four summaries when δ = 4
Figure 4.6: Summary generation
Figure 4.6 demonstrates the generation of summaries given different values of thresh-
old δ. In Figure 4.6(a) with δ set to 6, we need to find the “uppermost” classes so that
the sub-hierarchies rooted at these classes contains at most 6 entities. A class c being
uppermost guarantees that nodc.ent cnt is less than or equal to the threshold while that
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of its parent is not. Apparently, c1 and c2 satisfy the requirement. Therefore, we obtain
two sub-hierarchies, rooted at c1 and c2 respectively, which are the summaries when δ
is 6. The two summaries are highlighted in dashed line in Figure 4.6(a). Note that since
no entity is mapped to c22 and its descendants, we omit and remove them from the sub-
hierarchy rooted at c2, to make the corresponding summary (labeled R2) more compact.
When δ is set to 4, the resultant summaries are shown and highlighted in Figure 4.6(b).
Now there are four summaries in the ontology, three of which is generated by splitting
the one labeled R1 in Figure 4.6(a). Intuitively, decreasing the threshold δ will push
the uppermost class of a summary to lower levels and even split a large summary into
several smaller ones, thereby resulting in more or smaller summaries, which tend to be
more specific and coherent in terms of entities contained. In a word, the threshold δ
adjusts the granularity of generated summaries.
4.4.3 Top Entities Selection
The distribution of entities extracted from different sets of social media contents
often varies greatly. Entities in certain type of classes (e.g., “City” and “Artist”) are
more frequently mentioned, so that hundreds of entities or even more can be mapped
to one single class. To better distinguish among so many entities, we next propose
a ranking procedure in terms of coherence so that the most important entities can be
ranked higher than others. Before presenting the details, we introduce two new concepts
first.
Definition 4.3. Given two classes in the DBpedia ontology, we denote by comm the
number of their common ancestor classes (inclusive of the classes themselves) and by
dist the minimum number of hops (or edges) from one class to reach the other.
Example 4.5. Take the ontology in Figure 4.6 as an example. For classes c1 and c122,
comm is 1 because only c1 is their common class while dist is 2 because there are
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two hops from c1 to c122 (i.e., c1 → c12 and c12 → c122). For c121 and c13, comm is
still 1 because only c1 is their common class while dist is 3 because there are three
hops from c121 to c13 (i.e., c121 → c12, c12 → c1 and c1 → c13). For another pair of
classes c121 and c3, comm is 0 because there is no common class for them (recall that
c0 is not considered as a class in this work) while dist is 4 because of four hops from
c121 to c3 (i.e., c121 → c12, c12 → c1, c1 → c0 and c0 → c3). Note that c0 should be
considered as a node when calculating hist, otherwise the path between two classes
will be disconnected.
The variable comm measures the closeness between two classes in the DBpedia
ontology in terms of the number of common ancestors while dist measures the distance
of the classes. By combining these two variables, we introduce a new metric below to





where commij and distij are the values of comm and dist given two classes ci and cj .
The larger commij is (or the smaller distij is), the more coherent two classes ci and cj
are in the ontology. To calculate coh(ci, cj) efficiently, we propose to obtain commij and
distij by making use of the suffix notation of classes, which has been neatly designed.
We demonstrate the calculations using the following example.
Example 4.6. Recall that in Section 4.3.2 we design to use the suffix of a class to reflect
the position of the class and its relationship with other classes. For instance, c121 is at
the third level of the ontology because the length of the suffix is 3 while c12 is the parent
of c121 because c12 is at the second level and “12” is a prefix of “123”. In this case,
given any two classes, comm equals the length of the common prefix shared by their
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suffixes, and dist equals the sum of the lengths of the rest suffixes. For instance, given
c121 and c13, comm is 1 because their suffixes share a 1-length common prefix “1”, and
dist is 3 because the remainders of the two suffixes after the removal of the common
prefix are “21” of length 2 and “3” of length 1 respectively. Note that the common
prefix must start from the very beginning of both suffixes. For instance, although c121
and c21 have a common substring “21” in their suffixes, “21” is not the prefix of c121,
thereby leading to comm = 0 and dist = 3 + 2 = 5.
Given two entities, we can evaluate the coherence of them by calculating coh(ci, cj)
if the entities are mapped to ci and cj respectively. Since our goal is to rank entities
mapped to a certain class c, next we introduce a formula to score these entities based on
Formula 4.10.






where ei is the ith entity mapped to class c and n is the number of entities which are
extracted from the set of social media contents having ei and are contained in the same
summary as ei. This formula consists of two factors. The first factor is a logarithm
expression, the value of which is larger if ei appears in more social media contents. An
extra 1 is added to the frequency of ei to ensure that the whole factor is larger than 0.
The second factor is a revised version of Formula 4.10 by adding 1 to both commij
and distij of each fractional addend to avoid the numerator or denominator being 0. It
will be larger if more entities extracted from social media contents having ei are also
mapped into the same summary. In other words, entity ei will be scored higher if it
coexists in a summary with more entities from various social media contents. Note that
the n entities involved for the calculation of the second factor are those in the same
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set of social media contents and summary as ei, including ei itself. We also define
that commij = distij = 0 if i = j. Thus when n = 1 (i.e., only one entity ei is
extracted from the set of social media contents having ei, which is an extreme case and
very rare), the second factor in Formula 4.11 becomes 1 and Formula 4.11 is reduced to
score(ei) = log(nodc.ent hist(ei) + 1). If n > 1, the second factor will be greater than
1. Since the first factor is always greater than 0 and the second one is always greater




In this section, we exploit the data sets in the English version of DBpedia 3.9 for the
experimental study. There are 529 classes in total described by 2,333 different proper-
ties. The English version contains 3.22 million entities which are classified and mapped
onto the DBpedia ontology, including 832,000 persons, 639,000 places, 372,000 cre-
ative works, 226,000 species, 209,000 organizations and so on10. Specifically, three data
sets in DBpedia 3.9 are used, which are “DBpedia Ontology”, “Mapping-based Types”
and “Mapping-based Properties” respectively. The first data set, in the OWL11 (Web On-
tology Language) format, describes the parent-child relationships between classes, from
which the hierarchical structure of the DBpedia ontology can be constructed. The other
two, in the Turtle12 format, record the entity-classes mappings and entity-properties
relationships respectively, which are extracted from corresponding English Wikipedia






based on hand-generated mappings of Wikipedia infoboxes/templates to the DBpedia
ontology13. This standardizes the extracted classes and properties to avoid cases that
different infoboxes are used for the same class or different property names are used for
the same property. Note that in the “Mapping-based Types” data set, an entity may have
multiple classes, which is similar to the concept of class chain in this chapter.
To extract entities, we crawl various sets of tweets, i.e., the type of social media con-
tents published on Twitter, by setting different query strings based on Twitter’s REST
APIs14. All the tweets in each set contains a certain query string, such as “Singapore”,
“White House”, “Barack Obama”, to make sure that the tweets are all related to that
query string. For instance, we have crawled one set of tweets by specifying the query
string as “Singapore”, with around 1.867 million tweets crawled during a period of two
months. By default, we use this set of tweets to extract entities in this section unless
otherwise stated.
4.5.2 Evaluation of mNBC
The aim of proposing the mNBC model is to help refine the classes of entities so as
to generate high-quality summaries. In addition, the model can also be used to perform
class prediction for new entities as long as a set of properties are given. Therefore, a
high performance is vital for mNBC to achieve these objectives. Next, we conduct a
series of experiments to evaluate the performance of mNBC.
Precision and recall are two measures commonly used to evaluate models in pattern
recognition and information retrieval. However, they are usually adopted for the evalu-
ation of binary classifications. In our scenario, an entity e can be classified as multiple
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Table 4.1: Entities and their corresponding class chains
Entity Class Chain
e1 c11, c12, c13, c14
e2 c21, c22, c23, c24, c25, c26
e3 c31, c32, c33
is the best and most specific class for e, we cannot say that it is completely wrong when
e is classified as some other class in the class chain. Suppose that Table 4.1 displays
a few entities and their class chains generated by Algorithm 3. Recall that each entity
in the training data set “Mapping-based Types” also corresponds to multiple classes.
We organize these classes for each entity in order according to the levels they are in
the DBpedia ontology to produce a training class chain for each entity, so that we can
make comparisons between the training class chains and those generated by our mNBC
model level by level. For an entity, we divide the number of true positive classes by the
number of classes in the class chain generated by mNBC to obtain the precision while
divide that by the number of classes in the training class chain to obtain the recall. We
call the two measures the horizontal precision/recall in the sequel because they are
calculated for every single entity in a certain row as shown in Table 4.1. Likewise, for
each level of the class chains, we divide the number of true positive classes at that level
by the number of classes in the class chains generated by mNBC at that level to obtain
the vertical precision while divide that by the number of classes in the training class
chains at that level to obtain the vertical recall. The horizontal precision and recall
evaluate our model in terms of each entity whereas the vertical ones evaluate it in terms
of each level of the class chains across all the entities. We perform 10-fold cross valida-
tion to avoid overfitting in the evaluation. Since the horizontal measures are calculated
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(d) Vertical F1 score
Figure 4.7: Precision, recall and F1 score for different number of properties
Effect of Different Number of Properties
Figure 4.7 shows the variation of horizontal and vertical precision/recall/F1 score15
with regard to entities with different number of properties. That is, the training enti-
ties are put into different groups according to how many properties they have and the
horizontal/vertical measures are calculated for each group. pmin is set to 0.7. In Figure
4.7(a), horizontal measures are presented when the number of properties ranges from
1 to 8. The three measures are relatively small when property number is 1. However,
when entities have more properties (from 2 to 8), the three measures increase signif-
icantly, with the values larger than 0.9 in most cases. This discovery indicates that
15F1 = 2 · precision · recall/(precision+ recall)
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in order to obtain good classification result, more properties is needed for each entity.
Figure 4.7(b), 4.7(c) and 4.7(d) also confirm this indication by presenting the vertical
precision, recall and F1 score at different levels of class chains. The blue line represents
the measures when entities only have one property, which is beneath all the other three
lines representing measures when entities have more properties. With more properties,
the three measures are quite large at the first two levels of the class chains while the
fluctuation becomes obvious for the rest levels. This is because entities are more distin-
guishable in terms of classes at top levels of the DBpedia ontology. For instance, given
an entity Camel with five properties “phylum, order, kingdom, family, class”, it is easy
to classify it as “Species” rather than “Place” (“Species” and “Place” are classes at the
first level in the DBpedia ontology) while it is challenging when it comes to “Mammal”
and “Fish” (which are classes at the fourth level). However, we obtain high horizontal
and vertical measures for entities with more properties overall.
Effect of Different Values of pmin
Figure 4.8 shows the horizontal/vertical measures with regard to different values of
the probability threshold pmin. The larger pmin is, the more conservative the mNBC
model is, the earlier Algorithm 3 terminates. We use entities with at least three proper-
ties. Figure 4.8(a) presents the horizontal measures as pmin ranges from 0.4 to 1 with 0.1
as the step value. The horizontal precision always keeps increasing linearly as pmin in-
creases. The horizontal recall decreases also linearly but slowly as pmin increases from
0.4 to 0.9, leading to F1 score almost remaining unchanged during the process. Except
for the sudden drop of recall and F1 score when pmin = 1, the three measures stay with
high values for most cases. The sudden drop of recall is because the classification pro-
cess (i.e., Algorithm 3) is terminated so early that the class chains generated by mNBC
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(d) Vertical F1 score
Figure 4.8: Precision, recall and F1 score for different pmin
1, entities will not be classified as classes at lower levels of the DBpedia ontology, even
if the probability reaches as high as 0.99. As a result, pmin set to 1 should be avoided in
Algorithm 3.
Figure 4.8(b) to 4.8(d) show the vertical measures separately given different values
of pmin with regard to different levels of class chains. The vertical precision keeps
increasing as pmin increases in Figure 4.8(b) while the vertical recall decreases gradually
at the same time in Figure 4.8(c), leading to the F1 score not changing too much except
for the case when pmin = 1 as shown in 4.8(d). Similar to Figure 4.8(a), the values of
vertical recall and F1 score are small when pmin = 1. Again the fluctuation is observed
when it comes to lower level classes. The vertical measures drop obviously at the fourth
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level in both Figure 4.7 and 4.8, probably because this level of the DBpedia ontology
has the largest number of classes, i.e., 195 out of 529. Note that sometimes the decrease
of the measures does not necessarily mean misclassification because the mNBC model
is capable of making refinement, which will be falsely regarded as misclassification
by using the training class chains as gold standard. Later, we will study how much




















Figure 4.9: Distribution of probabilities
Algorithm 3 calculates a probability for every class in the class chain. We set pmin
to 0.7 and investigate the distribution of probabilities of the classes in each class chain
generated by mNBC, which is depicted in Figure 4.9. Note that the probability of a
class can be smaller than pmin here as long as it is not less than the probability of the
previous class in a class chain. That is, the probabilities of the classes in a class chain
monotonically increase from the first class to the last one. Each of the numbers along the
x-axis denotes a probability range from that number (inclusive) to the closest number
(exclusive) on the right. For instance, 0 denotes the range [0, 0.1) and 0.9 denotes
[0.9, 1). However, 1 denotes the case when the probability is 1. The y-axis indicates
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the number of classes falling into certain probability ranges. In the notations of the
six lines in Figure 4.9, “Correct” and “Wrong” indicate whether entities are classified
correctly or not, compared with the training class chains, while the numbers appended
to “Correct” and “Wrong” indicate the minimum number of properties entities have.
For instance, “Correct 3” shows the distribution of probabilities when entities having at
least 3 properties are correctly classified. We notice that the three solid lines have large
values for the probability ranges from 0.9 to 1 while they have quite small values for the
rest ranges. In addition, the three dashed lines also have small values for almost all the
ranges. Although we allow the probabilities in a class chain to increase monotonically
from a value smaller than pmin, which is less strict than the condition in Algorithm 3,
we still notice that all the six lines have quite small values for the probability ranges
from 0 to 0.8. In a word, most entities are correctly classified with high probability by
the mNBC model.
Improvement by mNBC
Previously we calculated the horizontal/vertical measures by considering the train-
ing class chains as the gold standard. However, these measures cannot reflect the capa-
bility of improvement or refinement made by the mNBC model. Besides, evaluating the
improvement in classification is also hard. Therefore, we next randomly select some
sample entities and try to manually evaluate the improvement made by mNBC. Specifi-
cally, we randomly select three sets of entities, with 300, 400 and 500 entities for every
set, where each entity has at least three properties. Then we generate class chains for
these entities using our mNBC model, and compare them with the training class chains
manually. We try to figure out the differences between the two group of class chains for
each entity and see whether our model can make any refinement. We set pmin to 0.5.
As shown in Table 4.2, there are 58, 78 and 98 entities respectively, in the three sets,
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the generated class chains of which are different from the corresponding training class
chains. Among these entities, the class chains of 20 to 30 entities have been obviously
refined by our model after careful examination. The refine rate, calculated by dividing
the number of improved entities by that of different ones, shows that around 1/3 “dis-
putable” entities can be classified as a better or more proper class by using our model.
The overall accuracy is as high as 86% − 87.3%, which is the ratio of the number of
correctly classified entities (including those with the same class chains in both groups
and those that have been refined) to that of all the sample entities.
Table 4.2: Improvement by mNBC
Entity # Different Improved Refine Rate Accuracy
300 58 20 34.5% 87.3%
400 78 22 28.2% 86.0%
500 98 30 30.6% 86.4%
Next, we take two examples to illustrate the refinement achieved by mNBC. One en-
tity is Gyula Andra´ssy, who was a Hungarian politician. The training class chain for
this entity is “Agent, Person, Politician, President” while the one generated by mNBC
is “Agent, Person, Politician, PrimeMinister”. After careful examination, we confirm
that this person served as Prime Minister of Hungary, which validates our refinement to
this entity. Another example is Berry Berenson, who was an American actress. This
entity has a simple training class chain “Agent, Person”, while our generated class chain
is “Agent, Person, Artist, Actor”. Because the DBpedia ontology does not distinguish
between female and male (i.e., there is no class “Actress”), mNBC is considered to suc-
cessfully refine the classification of this entity by discovering two more specific classes
“Artist” and “Actor”. The two examples stand for two different types of refinement, i.e.,
replacement and extension. Namely, “President” is replaced by “PrimeMinister” in the




Comparison with Other Classification Methods
To further evaluate the performance of mNBC, we also perform a comparison study
with several other popular methods, including Clus-HMC [88], RAkEL [87], MLkNN
[99], HOMER and HMC [86]. Clus-HMC is a decision tree based model for hierarchi-
cal multi-label classification while HOMER and HMC both build a hierarchy of multi-
label classifiers where each node is a classifier. RAkEL and MLkNN perform multi-
label classification without hierarchies. Since Clus-HMC is implemented in Clus16 and
the rest are implemented in Mulan17, we use the existing implementation of these meth-
ods directly.
Unfortunately, all these methods cannot finish the execution within 72 hours (3
days), after which we terminate them. In contrast, our mNBC model can finish the
classification within 189 seconds for all entities using 10-fold cross validation. As
mentioned in the introduction, the characteristics of Wikipedia infobox data (includ-
ing high dimensionality, sparseness and low degree of property overlap) indeed pose
great challenges for the existing classification methods. Most of them propose solutions
to handling only part of the characteristics. Our mNBC model, however, can perform
efficient and effective hierarchical multi-label classification by leveraging the DBpedia
ontology, which helps greatly reduce the property/class searching space and improve
the overall performance.
4.5.3 Evaluation of Summary Generation
In Section 4.4.2, we discussed how the threshold δ, which sets the maximum num-
ber of entities a summary can have, adjusts the granularity of generated summaries.
Next we evaluate how different values of δ affect the number of summaries as well as
16A decision tree and rule induction system (http://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/clus/).
17A library for multi-label learning (http://mulan.sourceforge.net/).
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(d) δ < 30, 000
Figure 4.10: Number of summary vs. average summary size
the average summary size in more detail. All extracted entities are used for the gener-
ation of summaries regardless of how many properties they have and pmin is set to 0.9.
The overall tendency is depicted in Figure 4.10(a), where the number of summaries in-
creases and the average summary size decreases as δ reduces gradually from 2,300,000.
As discussed earlier, this is because a large summary may split into more and smaller
summaries following the reduction of δ. After sharp changes when δ goes down from
2,300,000 to 1,850,000, the number of summaries and average size remain stable when
δ varies between 1,850,000 and 500,000. The changes become apparent again when δ
is below 500,000.
Although the overall tendency is clear, more detailed fluctuations are hidden due
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to the large step value of δ in Figure 4.10(a). In light of this, we further zoom in and
provide close-up changes given smaller ranges of δ in Figure 4.10(b) to 4.10(d). Figure
4.10(b) shows the tendency of the number of summaries and average size as δ decreases
from 300,000, which is similar to Figure 4.10(a) with some fluctuations as well as stable
stages. In Figure 4.10(c), we start to discern remarkable ups and downs for the number
of summaries when δ is less than 30,000. Figure 4.10(d) further enlarges the fluctuations
and we notice that the number of summaries no longer keeps increasing when δ becomes
relatively small. This happens because some potential summaries (i.e., those generated
when δ takes larger values) will not be generated for smaller δ. Despite the fluctuations
of the number of summaries, the average summary size keeps decreasing all the time.
4.5.4 Comparison with Vesta at System Level
Vesta is a system which generates summaries of social media contents based on a
biclustering approach. As reported in Section 3, Vesta outperforms several other sum-
marization methods. Next we conduct a comparison between Heron, the summarization
approach proposed in this chapter, and Vesta from several different aspects. To make the
comparison feasible, we use four data sets which contain 0.1, 0.7, 2.5 and 4.3 million
tweets respectively as in Section 3. Vesta has two ways to generate summaries, namely
tag-based and content-based. Since the tag-based method has better performance than
the content-based one, we only report the result of the tag-based method below. There
are two parameters in Vesta, δden and δsz, which control the minimum density and size
of a summary. We set δden and δsz to 0.8 and 3 respectively, which are consistent with
the settings in Section 3. For Heron, we use all extracted entities without filtering those
having a small number of properties. We also set pmin to 0.7 and δ to 100,000.
Figure 4.11 shows the scalability of Heron and Vesta in terms of the summary gen-
eration time and memory usage. From Figure 4.11(a), we can see that although the
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Figure 4.11: Summary generation
generation time of Vesta increases linearly as the number of tweets increases, it is quite
larger than that of Heron. When the number of tweets goes up from 0.1 to 4.3 million,
the generation time of Heron increases slowly, so that the increase is even negligible
when compared with that of Vesta. Figure 4.11(b) also reflects the similar pattern. That
is, the memory usage of Vesta increases linearly and apparently while that of Heron
is almost constant. Heron outperforms Vesta in both the generation time and memory
usage, which is mainly because Heron relies on the DBpedia ontology to generate sum-
maries. The number of tweets/entities in large part affects the granularity of the gener-
ated summaries instead of bringing about high computational cost in Heron. However,
a large number of tweets may lead to heavy burden to Vesta, which is sensitive to the
workload.
To accelerate the generation process, Vesta further adopts a partition-and-merge
(PM) scheme. The scheme puts the summary generation for smaller partitions at an
offline stage, and merges summaries of smaller size from partitions to form larger sum-
maries at runtime to speed up the system response time. Figure 4.12 shows the response
time for Heron and Vesta. With the PM scheme, the response time of Vesta becomes

















Figure 4.12: Response time
in this chapter are often related to a query string and thus do not contain as many tweets
as 4.3 million (which is the approximated number of geo-coded tweets published every
day [40]), the response time of Vesta and Heron will not differ too much. For instance,
during a period of two months around 1.867 million tweets can be crawled for the query
string “Singapore” and around 1.76 million can be crawled for “United States”. What’s
more, the PM scheme makes Vesta a semi-realtime system because it cannot generate
summaries immediately with the newly crawled tweets before they are processed at the
offline stage, while Heron can process new tweets instantly and thus work in real time.
Except for the aforementioned aspects, the summaries generated by Heron and Vesta
are also disparate. (1) Vesta generates summaries on the basis of individual words while
Heron treats entities with multiple words as a whole. For instance, “White House” will
be split into two separate keywords “White” and “House” in Vesta while Heron treats
White House as a single entity. (2) The keywords of a summary in Vesta are orga-
nized at different levels where there are no relationships among keywords at each level,
while entities of a summary in Heron are organized in a sub-hierarchy presenting par-
ent/child/sibling relationships. (3) Vesta puts keywords of a summary at different levels
by doing statistical inference while Heron adds semantic relationships to entities of a
summary based on the DBpedia ontology. In a word, Heron and Vesta can be supple-
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mentary to each other by generating summaries from different perspectives. Interested






























Figure 4.13: Case study: an exemplary summary
In this section, we illustrate what a real hierarchical summary looks like using an
example as shown in Figure 4.13. This is one of the summaries generated from the set
of tweets crawled by specifying “Singapore” as the query string. Note that the summary
is a simplified version for demonstration purpose by cutting off part of the class nodes,
because the original summary has twenty different class nodes which are too many for
presentation.
There are eight class nodes shown in the exemplary summary. For each class node,
entities are displayed in a rectangle with the corresponding class shown above it. Ac-
cording to Formula 4.11 (i.e., the score formula), we rank all the entities mapped to
each class node and show the top three, if any, with the highest scores in Figure 4.13.
The score of an entity is shown in the parentheses next to the entity’s name. By looking
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down from the top level to lower levels along the sub-hierarchy (the structure is called
sub-hierarchy in contrast with the entire DBpedia ontology) of the summary, we note
that entities in the summary are organized in different subsets. Entities in each subset
are classified as the same class while different subsets are connected according to the
relationships of their corresponding classes. In this manner, our proposed hierarchical
summary not only groups relevant entities together but also reveals semantic relation-
ships among them.
By ranking the entities in each class node, we also note that those closely related
to the query string are often ranked higher than others. For instance, in the original
summary, ten hospitals are mapped to class “Hospital”. Among them, all the top nine
are hospitals located in Singapore while the last one is Darent Valley Hospital which
is a hospital in England. In other words, our proposed hierarchical summary, with the
aid of the score formula, is capable of capturing the distribution of entities given any
set of tweets. This further provides the opportunity for comparing the distributions of
entities for tweet sets with different query strings easily.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed Heron, a novel approach to the summarization of social
media contents that generates hierarchical summaries based on the DBpedia ontology.
A hierarchical summary not only groups closely related entities together, but also re-
veals semantic relationships by organizing subsets of entities in a hierarchical structure.
To obtain high-quality summaries, we proposed an mNBC model to refine the class
labels of entities. We then mapped entities with the refined classes to the DBpedia
ontology, and generated summaries based on the structure of the ontology. We also
proposed a score formula to rank the most relevant entities higher in each class node
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of a summary. The experimental study was conducted from multiple perspectives, and





AND VISUALIZING THE EVOLVING
WEB
5.1 Overview
With an abundance of online information generated every day, users are often over-
whelmed in the data ocean and have no idea where to locate useful knowledge which
they are really interested in. Some social media services, such as Twitter, provide trend-





useful knowledge and find popular incidents. However, such preliminary analysis can
lead to bias. This concern is also supported by a discovery in [47] that the majority (over
85%) of trending topics are headline news or persistent news, indicating that many other
potentially interesting points are obscured by the globally hottest ones, and thus become
ignored forever.
Existing research efforts (e.g., [55, 17]) often try to obtain knowledge from massive
social media contents by summarizing the data, extracting trending topics, or even mak-
ing predictions. Unfortunately, many people, including ordinary and corporate users,
tend to have more interest in only topics or events within certain contexts, instead of the
globally significant ones. Although some researchers alleviate the problem by introduc-
ing constraints, such as allowing keyword filtering [33] and focusing on contents pub-
lished in specific geographic areas [61, 40], users may still find the discoveries pointless
in terms of their personal preferences.
To solve the problem, we propose to bring proper context to social media contents
which are streamed from the Internet. We try to index these dynamic contents via
Wikipedia, a well-established online encyclopedia which has entries for a large number
of entities and concepts. Organizing Internet contents around Wikipedia also creates
a new way to search for content on the Internet, compared with conventional search
engines such as Google3 and Baidu4. Emerging effort in the same direction is also taken
by Google in the form of Google Knowledge Graph5 (cf. Figure 5.1), which allows
users to browse other related entities by linking relevant entities in a graph. However,
unlike Google Knowledge Graph, we deal with dynamic information related to each
Wikipedia entity, and try to extract knowledge from it with analytics and visualization






Figure 5.1: Google Knowledge Graph
Based on the aforementioned methodology, we present a novel system called Trend-
spedia6 in this chapter. Trendspedia aims to provide a collaborative Internet observatory
platform for users to fetch and digest the information flow on the Internet with great
ease. In Trendspedia, Wikipedia articles serve as a knowledge base, so that social me-
dia contents are crawled and then routed to the relevant Wikipedia articles for further
analysis.
We introduce four data analytics tools in Trendspedia. The first three tools aim
to enrich each target Wikipedia entity by extracting the hottest web contents, generat-
ing summaries and emerging events respectively through an analysis of relevant social
media contents. The last tool tries to build an information network that reflects the con-
nectivity among relevant Wikipedia entities centered with the target. To enhance user
experience, we visualize the analytical results so that users can explore them easily. For




depicted as hierarchical tag clouds to allow users to view the summaries in an interactive
manner.
By doing this, we effectively address the aforementioned challenge, enabling users
not only to pinpoint useful information and knowledge they really have an interest
in around Wikipedia, but also to navigate effortlessly to other closely related entities
through the information network. The contents are crawled against social media ser-
vices by using the entity name of a Wikipedia article as the query string for filtering.
Although we currently retrieve Twitter messages, i.e., tweets, as the major social media
contents, we envision that other content sources can be easily incorporated into Trend-
spedia for more diversified analysis.
To summarize, we make the following contributions in this chapter: (1) We build a
system named Trendspedia to help users to pinpoint information and knowledge easily,
according to their preferences. (2) With Trendspedia, we aim to index, organize and
analyze social media contents around Wikipedia entities. (3) We implement four data
analytics tools and visualize the corresponding analytical results for better exploration
and understanding.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The system architecture is introduced
in Section 5.2. The data analytics tools are then discussed in Section 5.3. After that,
a more concrete introduction to the system design and interface is presented in Section
5.4. Lastly, a summary of this chapter is provided in Section 5.5.
5.2 System Architecture
The architecture of Trendspedia is shown in Figure 5.2, which consists of three
components in total, including the data storage component, the data processing com-

























Ancillary Services (crawler, etc)
Database
Figure 5.2: System architecture
retrieved social media data efficiently to support fast data access for the analytics tools,
while the visualization component visualizes the results produced by these tools. The
data processing component is described in more detail below.
The dashed box highlights the core component of Trendspedia, i.e., the data pro-
cessing component, which provides ancillary services and performs different types of
data analytics jobs. The ancillary services run in the background, preprocessing raw
data, collecting statistics, and helping to ensure that the data analytics jobs are done
properly. The major ancillary services in Trendspedia include a Twitter Crawler, a Job
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Scheduler and a Tweet Analyzer. By default, the Twitter Crawler alternates to retrieve
tweets containing the titles of different Wikipedia articles (i.e., entities), which have
been visited by users. In addition, the Twitter Crawler also works periodically for an
opened Wikipedia article, such that the more frequently an article is visited, the more
tweets related to the corresponding entity are crawled. The Job Scheduler maintains a
job queue so as to run multiple Twitter Crawlers simultaneously and balance the query
frequencies of these crawlers to avoid potential problems which may be caused by Twit-
ter’s API rate limits7 (rate limiting in version 1.1 of the Twitter API generally allows
a limited number of requests per rate limit window, i.e., 15 minutes, for each access
token). With new tweets crawled for a certain entity, the Tweet Analyzer updates statis-
tical information about the tweets continuously.
With the aid of the ancillary services, Trendspedia implements four useful data
analytics tools to enrich Wikipedia entities. The tools are designed to provide each
Wikipedia entity with (1) the most relevant and hottest URLs/images, (2) summaries of
related tweets, (3) recently emerging events, and (4) an information network connecting
relevant Wikipedia entities. The first three tools function by analyzing tweets relevant to
a target Wikipedia article while the last one works by analyzing the relationship between
the target and other related Wikipedia articles.






5.3.1 Hot URLs/Images Extraction
As a growing number of tweets are crawled and attached to a certain Wikipedia
entity, popular URLs that are often mentioned in those tweets can be identified such
that the web contents linked to by the URLs can be retrieved and analyzed, in turn, to
enrich the corresponding Wikipedia entity. According to the statistics maintained in
Trendspedia, over 70% tweets crawled by the system have at least one URL. Extracting
and integrating the corresponding web contents of hot URLs will undoubtedly provide
supplementary and colorful information for each Wikipedia entity.
To present hot web contents, one challenge is to avoid information duplication. Al-
though some URLs are different, the contents of their web pages might be similar or
even exactly the same. This happens very likely especially when social media users
share breaking news or emergent events, such as an Apple new product launch event
and an earthquake, from popular news portals. In order to estimate the popularity and
remove duplicates of such URLs with identical contents, the web pages are crawled and
an analysis of similarity detection is conducted. Specifically, the content of a web page
is first extracted and converted to a sequence of q-grams, which are then transformed
into a vector of integers. Because the vectors of different web pages are often high-
dimensional and sparse, we further compress them to have shorter length but still pre-
serve the most important features by applying the min-wise independent permutations
approach [16]. After that, the compressed vectors are compared against one another
according to a similarity metric, such as the cosine similarity, to group URLs linked to
similar web pages together.
We then sort the groups in terms of group size in descending order, and choose
one URL from each of the top-ranked groups to form hot URLs. These hot URLs are
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updated from time to time when more tweets with URLs are retrieved. The first few
images on the web page linked to each hot URL are also extracted and displayed as a
supplement to these hot URLs.
5.3.2 Tweets Summarization
Although only relevant tweets are routed and attached to each Wikipedia entity,
the continuously incoming tweets tend to discuss various aspects of the entity. This
demands Trendspedia to be able to summarize those recently published tweets in order
for users to easily get a multi-faceted understanding of what is going on as for each
Wikipedia entity.
To this end, we adopt the formal concept analysis based summarization approach
proposed in Section 3 for fast extraction of interesting summaries from a number of
recent tweets. We first make use of the tweets to build a tweet-keyword matrix, where
each element is either 1 or 0, indicating whether a tweet contains a keyword or not.
Based on this matrix, our approach can efficiently generate a set of formal concepts. A
formal concept is a sub-matrix containing a set of tweets and a set of keywords, where
the keywords frequently co-occur in these tweets. The tweets in a formal concept are
clustered together due to the common keywords they share, meaning that they are quite
likely to discuss similar things. Thus, keywords in a formal concept naturally serve as a
summary of the tweets. We select top summaries by ranking them based on the size and
density of the corresponding formal concepts according to Formula 3.3, and visualize
them in hierarchical tag clouds.
Our tweets summarization approach has the following characteristics: (1) Efficient.
Empirical experiment shows our approach runs at least an order of magnitude faster
than the popular topic modeling method LDA [15]. (2) Easy for understanding. In a
formal concept, the keywords and the tweets are generated simultaneously such that
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users can choose to view the relevant tweets if they want to explore more about the
summary (i.e., keywords). (3) Granularity customizable. Similar formal concepts can
be merged together to a certain extent according to a user-specified density threshold,
such that the resultant summaries are extracted from tweets that are of greater cohesion
or diversity. (4) Visually interactive. We visualize the summaries as hierarchical tag
clouds, which allows users to explore the summaries interactively by zooming in/out
through the tag clouds.
5.3.3 Emerging Event Detection
Another useful feature of Trendspedia is its ability of analyzing tweet streams to
detect emerging events for Wikipedia entities. The event detection tool enriches an
entity by filtering out meaningless Twitter messages and highlighting important emerg-
ing events happening recently. For instance, when users are browsing the Wikipedia
article of “Singapore”, Trendspedia augments the page by listing recent events (e.g.,
concerts, celebration gatherings, etc) that have happened there. Such events are not
readily available in the Wikipedia article, but can be mined out from the collection of
relevant tweets.
Specifically, we extract the top-k emerging events by performing temporal analysis
of relevant tweets in Trendspedia. The observation is that, with the outbreak of a cer-
tain event on a Wikipedia entity, the number of relevant tweets will increase sharply.
As an example, when the tragic bombing hit Boston on 15 April 2013, many Twitter
users were discussing this disaster online and a large number of tweets containing the
keyword “Boston” were created overnight accordingly. Therefore, given a collection of
relevant tweets that span over a time period [ts, te], we slice the time period on a daily
basis and utilize the following two criteria to quantify the importance of each slice: (1)
Popularity, the increase of tweet number compared to that of the previous slice, mea-
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suring how influential an event is; (2) Freshness, the time span from the slice to current
time, measuring how recent an event is.
We linearly interpolates the normalizations of the above two measures to derive the
score of each slice. Then, k slices with the largest scores are selected out. We consider
these slices to represent k emerging events that have happened on this entity during
[ts, te]. To describe each of these k events, we further choose the top 10 words that
occur most frequently in the corresponding slice.
5.3.4 Wikipedia Information Network Construction
Since Wikipedia by itself is a collection of web pages linked to each other, we can
perceive it as an information network, where nodes in the network represent Wikipedia
entities while links indicate interconnectivity among different nodes. Users can make
use of such an information network to discover relationships of Wikipedia entities and
navigate from one entity to other closely related ones.
In trendspedia, we extract and build a sub-network for each Wikipedia entity. Specif-
ically, given a Wikipedia entity, by analyzing the content of its corresponding article we
construct a two-layer directed graph. Nodes in the first layer are Wikipedia entities
mentioned in the content of the Wikipedia article while those in the second layer are
mentioned in the contents of Wikipedia articles of the first-layer nodes. An edge be-
tween node a and b indicates a “contains” relationship of the two entities. Note that
the resultant graph may contains loops since a node might be contained in other nodes
in the same and/or a different layer. The graph we construct using Wikipedia entities
is similar to the web page linkage graph, thereby enabling us to run PageRank [64] to
allocate weights to different nodes.
By doing this, Trendspedia provides users a weighted graph centered with an entity,
the Wikipedia article of which they are reading. Although Wikipedia API can return
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a list URLs of the relevant Wikipedia articles, the visualized information network in
Trendspedia allows users to grasp the semantic importance and interconnectivity of
relevant entities at a glance, such that it becomes much easier for them to decide which
entities to explore next.
5.4 System Design and Interface
In this section, we introduce the design and interface of every aspect of the Trend-
spedia system in more detail, from logging in to the system to pinpointing the informa-
tion regarding a specific Wikipedia entity, and from reading incoming tweets related to
an entity to exploring the results of the analytics tools.
Figure 5.3: Login page
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Figure 5.4: Login with Twitter account
5.4.1 System Login
Figure 5.3 displays the login page of Trendspedia. Logging in to Trendspedia is
quite convenient. Users only need to use their Twitter8 or Weibo9 (the most popular
microblogging service in China) account to log in without creating any new account in
our system. Suppose users choose to log in using their Twitter account. By clicking on
the “Twitter Login” button, they will be directed to Twitter’s application authorization
page, as shown in Figure 5.4. After inputting the Twitter account and password and
clicking on the “Sign in” button, they will be directed back to Trendspedia’s home
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Figure 5.5: Home page after login
5.4.2 Entity Search
In Figure 5.5, in the top left-hand corner of the home page is the user name of the
account used to log in to Trendspedia, while in the top right-hand corner is a search
box. To pinpoint any interested Wikipedia entity and its relevant tweets as well as the
analytical results, users can search for that entity in the search box. Once users key
in some entity and press the “Enter” key, a list of candidate Wikipedia entities that are
closely related to the user input will be displayed. For instance, if one wants to search
for “Singapore”, a list of relevant Wikipedia entities, such as “Singapore”, “Singapore
strategy” and “Singapore dollar ”, as well as their corresponding descriptions will be
returned, as in Figure 5.6. Users can choose from among these candidate entities and
click the link “Click here” below each entity to view details of that entity.
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Figure 5.6: Searching results
5.4.3 Web Page of Wikipedia Entity
Suppose we open the web page of “Singapore” from the searching results in the
previous figure in Trendspedia. What users will see is shown in Figure 5.7, where
the right panel shows the Wikipedia article of Singapore while the left panel presents
recently published tweets related to Singapore. As more relevant tweets are crawled,
the number of new incoming tweets will be shown to users on the big blue button. By
simply clicking on the button, users can load and read new tweets in the left panel. Once
a Wikipedia article is visited, the corresponding Wikipedia entity will be added to a job
queue so that more tweets related to that entity can be crawled for future analysis in
Trendspedia.
Different from the home page shown in Figure 5.5, two more functional links ap-
pear on top of the web page of each specific Wikipedia entity, which are “Article” and
“Analysis”. Users can click on “Analysis” to open a dropdown list of different analytics
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Figure 5.7: Snapshot of the “Singapore” page in Trendspedia
tools, and click again on the name of a certain analytics tool to see the visualized results
produced by that analytics tool. By clicking on the “Article” link, they can switch back
to the Wikipedia article.
5.4.4 Details of Analytics Tools
Clicking on a specific analytics tool in the “Analysis” dropdown list, users will be
presented with the corresponding visualized results.
Figure 5.8 shows the hot URLs/images produced by the first analytics tool. For each
hot URL, the title is displayed and a few sentences are excerpted from the content of
the corresponding web page to provide users with a short sketch. A few images are
extracted from each web page to give a more vivid impression of what is included in the
web page. If interested, users can simply click on the title of a hot URL to read details
of the corresponding web page.
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Figure 5.8: Hot URLs/images
Since a large number of tweets can be crawled for a Wikipedia entity, we generate
summaries for the latest tweets so that users can grasp what is going on regarding an
entity without any effort. As shown in Figure 5.9, summaries of tweets are visualized
as hierarchical tag clouds. Different colors represent different summaries. In each sum-
mary, the font size of tags (keywords) indicates their generality in the set of tweets from
which the summary is generated. That is, the larger the size is, the more general the
tag is. Users can zoom in/out on the tag clouds interactively to view tags with more
specific/general meanings in each summary. To know more details of a summary, they
can read corresponding tweets by clicking on any tag in that summary, so that the tweets
can slide to appear on the left side of the current web page. Clicking on different tags of
the same summary will lead to different ordering of the tweets, where those containing
the clicked tag will be displayed on top. Clicking on the empty area instead of any tags
will hide the list of tweets.
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Figure 5.9: Tweets summarization
As another example, Figure 5.10 shows the summaries of tweets for Wikipedia en-
tity “Egypt” using a different rendering scheme (e.g., different font, coloring and visu-
alization approach), which was first discussed in [39]. These summaries were generated
based on tweets crawled for “Egypt” in August 2013. As shown in Figure 5.10, the sum-
maries, such as (“morsi”, “brotherhood”, “elected”, “leader”, ...) and (“killed”, “cairo”,
“activist”, “police”, “reuter”, ...), successfully capture and summarize the uprising and
coup happening in Egypt in July and August 2013 from various aspects. Users may
refer to Chapter 3 and [39, 40] for details of tweets summarization and hierarchical tag
clouds.
Differently yet complementarily, the Emerging Event Detection tool provides a tem-
poral perspective to exhibit recently bursty events along a timeline. Figure 5.11 shows
the latest emerging events detected for the Wikipedia entity of “Singapore”. Emerging
events are discovered on a daily basis in Trendspedia. They are displayed as static tag
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Figure 5.10: Tweets summarization for “Egypt”
clouds in chronological (descending) order, such that the latest event is shown at the top
of the list. Each event consists of a set of emerging keywords, the size of which indi-
cates the corresponding term frequency. In trendspedia, we present the top 10 keywords
for every event. Note that not all days have emerging events because of our assumption
that only those having a sharp increase in the number of tweets are likely to produce
events.
As an example of emerging events, let’s look at the third tag cloud which captures
an event happening on 21 February 2015, as shown at the bottom of Figure 5.11. The
event is regarding the news that Mr Lee Kuan Yew, the first Prime Minister of Singapore,
was hospitalized with severe pneumonia, which was announced by the Prime Minister’s
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Figure 5.11: Emerging events
Lee is highly respected. Therefore, the announcement regarding his health condition
undoubtedly became an emerging event on that day in Singapore, which is successfully
detected by our system.
Finally, the information network centered with the target Wikipedia entity visualizes
the relationships with other entities, as shown in Figure 5.12. Each node in the figure
represents a Wikipedia entity. The size of a node indicates the relative term frequency of
the corresponding entity in the Wikipedia article of the target entity, while the distance
between the node and the central target Wikipedia entity indicates the PageRank value
of the two corresponding Wikipedia entities in the information network. To avoid a mess
in visualization, we do not show the edges of two connected nodes. However, hovering
the mouse over a certain node can highlight other nodes which are directly connected







































Figure 5.12: Information network
cluding people, location, organization, event and other entities. These categories are
distinguished by different colors, which are red, blue, green, purple and yellow respec-
tively.
As shown in Figure 5.12, there are three sliders in the top left-hand corner of the
information network. The sliders correspond to three parameters, including gravity,
distance and group, which are used to adjust the position and stability of the nodes in
the information network. Specifically, gravity is used to control the force of attraction
between surrounding nodes and the central target node. The larger the value of gravity
is, the stronger the attraction force of the central target node is. The second parameter
distance controls the relative distance among all the nodes. It works like a magnifier
in that increasing the value of distance can be helpful for easier inspection when some
nodes stay too close to one another. The last parameter group is used to control the intra-
categorical gravity, namely the force of attraction among nodes within each category.
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The larger the value of group is, the closer the nodes in the same category stay.
Clicking on any node leads to an expansion of the current information network by
adding in more nodes which are directly connected with the clicked one. Users are
also empowered to perform visualized join operation by only adding in nodes which
are directly connected with a few certain nodes in current information network. They
can select multiple nodes by pressing the “shift” key and clicking on the nodes that they
want to choose. After that, releasing the “shift” key and then double-clicking on any
empty area will lead to an expansion of the information network based on the selected
nodes.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we presented Trendspedia, an Internet observatory platform bring-
ing proper context to social media contents for analyzing and visualizing the web.
Trendspedia tries to index, organize and analyze massive social media contents around
Wikipedia entities so that users can pinpoint useful information and knowledge in terms
of their preferences. Four analytics tools are adopted, and the analytical results are visu-
alized in Trendspedia. A detailed demonstration of the system design and interface was
presented, which helps guide users to explore Trendspedia step by step, and showcases
how Trendspedia integrates Wikipedia and the Twitter message stream and performs




CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The popularity of social media services has led to many innovations in information
acquisition in modern society. A huge amount of data is generated every single day,
which brings about great challenges to traditional information acquisition, integration
and digestion. Therefore, there is a very urgent need to extract compact yet informative
knowledge through efficient analysis of such massive amounts of data. Various types of
extracted knowledge also demand an effective means of organization and management,
so that ordinary users can easily obtain the information and knowledge that they are
interested in.
To tackle the challenges, in this thesis we proposed two summarization approaches
to the extraction of knowledge from social media contents, and presented one system
for effective management of the extracted knowledge. Both these summarization ap-
proaches try to generate summaries with hierarchical structures which can be easily
visualized for interactive exploration, although one focuses on the revelation of spa-
tiotemporal knowledge and the other attempts to introduce and integrate semantics in
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summarization. We also built a system as an Internet observatory platform to manage
and analyze social media contents around Wikipedia, thereby enabling users to pinpoint
information and extracted knowledge with great ease in accordance with their prefer-
ences. We next recapitulate the major contributions made in this thesis, and discuss
some possible future research directions.
6.1 Summary and Contributions of the Thesis
Firstly, we proposed a summarization approach to the generation of summaries from
spatiotemporal social media contents, so that users can discover what is happening in
certain geographical regions during certain periods of time. To enable interactive explo-
ration and better understanding of the summaries, we proposed a novel concept called
hierarchical tag clouds. A hierarchical tag cloud is the visualized form of a summary,
with more general tags displayed at higher levels and more specific tags displayed at
lower levels. By zooming in/out through hierarchical tag clouds, users are able to in-
teractively explore and understand the summaries at different levels of abstraction. To
support this, we proposed an efficient summarization approach by biclustering social
media contents. We also extended it to a partition-and-merge scheme to enhance the
scalability.
Secondly, we proposed to generate a new type of summary, namely the hierarchical
summary, which is especially designed to introduce and explore semantics. A hierarchi-
cal summary consists of a set of closely related Wikipedia entities extracted from social
media contents. Furthermore, according to their class labels, the entities are divided
into different subsets, each of which is mapped to a class node in a sub-hierarchy of
the DBpedia ontology. As a result, a hierarchical summary not only consists of closely
related entities, but also possesses a hierarchical structure which connects the subsets
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of entities and reveals the semantic meanings and subsumptive relationships among the
subsets of entities. To reduce the propagation of inaccuracy in Wikipedia, we proposed
a model named multi-level Naive Bayes Classifiers to refine the classes of entities be-
fore mapping them onto the DBpedia ontology. Since a large number of entities might
be mapped to a single class, we also introduced a ranking procedure to select the most
important and relevant entities in each subset. The inherent structure of hierarchical
summaries enables the easy visualization of them in hierarchical tag clouds.
Finally, we presented a novel system which brings proper context to continuously
incoming social media contents, such that massive information can be indexed, orga-
nized and analyzed around Wikipedia entities. Four analytics tools are employed in the
system. The first three tools aim to enrich Wikipedia entities by analyzing the relevant
social media contents, while the fourth one builds an information network among the
most relevant Wikipedia entities. With the assistance of this system, users are empow-
ered to pinpoint valuable information and knowledge they are interested in, as well as
to navigate to other closely related entities through the information network for further
exploration.
6.2 Future Directions
In this thesis, we proposed to interactively explore the summaries by zooming in or
out through the hierarchical tag clouds. During the process, the tags are displayed or
hidden at different levels while the corresponding summaries actually remain the same
throughout. This is because the summaries are fixed and will never change once they are
generated for visualization. One possible improvement might be enabling summaries to
update themselves adaptively when users zoom in or out over the map. In other words,
summaries can be generated based on which part of the map is currently displayed,
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and can expand or shrink automatically and adaptively whenever the map is panned
or zoomed. The summary updates will be triggered because the set of spatiotemporal
social media contents change when the map is changed. Accordingly, the summary
updates will be reflected and visualized instantly in the hierarchical tag clouds. This
new type of visualization will inevitably lead to the generation of summaries on the
fly, instead of the pre-computation of them as done in Section 3. Possible operations
may include splitting, merging and regenerating summaries when the map is zoomed
in/out and panned. Although this visualization results in higher computational costs and
demands more sophisticated summarization approaches, it is able to present extracted
information adaptively and thus can greatly enhance the understanding of knowledge.
To introduce semantics, we proposed to generate hierarchical summaries which are
designed to reveal semantic meanings and relationships among subsets in each sum-
mary. Before generating the summaries, we group entities according to the classes to
which they belong in the DBpedia ontology. Since this ontology has only a few hun-
dred classes, to generate summaries reflecting more delicate semantic relationships, an
alternative is to use a more complex and well-defined ontology, such as YAGO1 which
combines the taxonomy of WordNet and the Wikipedia category system, and thus covers
over 350,000 classes. Given so many classes, however, a big challenge to hierarchical
summarization might be the sparseness of entities and the complexity of the relation-
ships among the classes. Besides the ontology based summarization, other types of
semantics can also be introduced, such as sentiment. Many algorithms have been pro-
posed for sentiment analysis and opinion mining [44, 66, 67], some of which focus on
sentiment analysis of social media contents [62, 65, 1]. Introducing sentiment analysis
to the hierarchical summarization of social media contents can reveal fine-grained cat-






To effectively integrate and manage massive amounts of information and extracted
knowledge, we built a platform to index and analyze social media contents around
Wikipedia entities. The social media contents mentioned in this thesis are mainly tex-
tual microblogs. Apart from this, many other types of posts published in social media
services, such as images and videos, can be integrated together to enrich the discoveries
and derived knowledge from various aspects. Possible challenges in this respect include
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